


Trump sees treason from within

It's impossible to know in the moment when a presidency begins to

dissolve. But after a devastating 48 hours, it's already clear that

Donald Trump's will never be ...

CNN

5 hours ago

Senior administration official blasts Trump in op-ed

video_youtube

CNN

today

WASH POST: FRANTIC HUNT FOR LEAKERS...

TUCKER CARLSON: Pretty Good Idea Who Wrote Op-Ed...

TRUMP DEMANDS SOURCE...

HUNDREDS FIT 'SENIOR' LABEL...

Bookies place odds...

Tweet Gives Author Gender Clue?

WORD SLEUTHING...

MAG: Reveal yourselves!

    Cory Booker releases confidential emails

    UNITED STATES - SEPTEMBER 6: Sen. Cory Booker,

D-N.J., threatens to release committee confidential

documents during the start of day three of Brett

Kavanaugh&#39;s confirmation hearing to be Associate

Justice of the Supreme Court in the Senate Judiciary

Committee on Thursday morning, Sept. 6, 2018. (Photo By

Bill Clark/CQ Roll Call)

    Live Updates



    New Jersey senator says he's willing to risk his job to put

out info regarding Brett Kavanaugh

    Read Kavanaugh emails on abortion and affirmative

action

    Booker: 'I understand the penalty'

    Kavanaugh disputed if Roe v Wade was settled law in

2003 email

    Booker asked if he's prepared to be expelled

    Kavanaugh: No 'inappropriate' conversations on Mueller

probe

    73 arrested on second day of Kavanaugh hearings

Donald Trump sees treason from within

Live Updates Melania Trump calls anonymous NYT op-ed

'cowardly'

Hear the entire NYT stunning op-ed

The officials who deny writing the op-ed

Analysis: Here are 13 officials with motive to work against

Trump

What the 25th amendment could mean for Trump

Kerry: 'This is a genuine constitutional crisis'

Giuliani disputes book's 'diaper' story

Politics HuffPost

Trump: I Have 100 Pics Of Robert Mueller And James Comey

'Hugging And Kissing'

President Donald Trump has complained that special

counsel Robert Mueller is

Report: Mueller will accept some written answers from

Trump

FOX News Videos

Mueller will accept Trump's written answers to some Russia



probe questions: New York Times

Reuters

Politics HuffPost

Republicans Act Like They're Powerless To Stop Trump's

Attacks On The Justice System

WASHINGTON ¯ The president of the United States has, in

recent days,
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‘Confidential’ emails were already cleared for public release

Sen. Cory Booker (D-N.J.) and Sen. Mazie Hirono (D-Hawaii)

posted on their websites Thursday morning Brett M.

Kavanaugh’s emails that they claimed had been withheld



from the public. But those documents were cleared earlier

Thursday morning. The drama over the emails engulfed

much of the third day of Kavanaugh’s confirmation hearings.

    By Seung Min Kim, Ann E. Marimow and Mark Berman34

minutes ago

Kavanaugh advised against calling Roe v. Wade ‘settled law’

while a White House lawyer

A 2003 email written by the future Supreme Court nominee

was among those deemed “committee confidential.”

    By Robert Barnes and Michael Kranish2 hours ago

    Read the email from Kavanaugh

Listen

(The Washington Post)

The Daily 202

Analysis

What Kavanaugh won’t say may be as revealing as what he

will

Here are a dozen noteworthy questions about executive

power, preexisting conditions and other issues that

President Trump's nominee for the Supreme Court dodged.

    By James Hohmann

    The Fix: 5 takeaways from second day of hearings

‘The sleeper cells have awoken’: Trump and aides shaken

after ‘resistance’ op-ed published



President Trump and aides began a frantic hunt for the

author of an unsigned opinion column in the New York

Times. The piece, along with excerpts of a new book by Bob

Woodward, landed like a thunder clap, and Trump was said

to be “absolutely livid” over what he considered a

treasonous act of disloyalty.

    By Philip Rucker, Ashley Parker and Josh Dawsey

Pence, other officials deny authoring anti-Trump op-ed

A spokesman for the vice president said he “puts his name”

on pieces he writes. Several senior administration officials

have released statements to deny penning the anonymous

column.

    By John Wagner46 minutes ago

Visual Story: The Trump officials who have issued denials

All the speculation that’s fit to tweet: Who wrote that

anonymous op-ed?

Trump rages about media 1:22

(Video: The Washington Post; photo: Calla Kessler/The Post)

The Fix

Analysis

The democratic crisis described by Bob Woodward and the

New York Times op-ed

In recent days, four senior administration officials have been

described as using subterfuge to prevent the president from

acting upon his decisions. Whether or not the rest of it is a

crisis, that sure sounds like one.

    By Aaron Blake



    WorldViews: The scariest part about Europe’s reaction to

the anti-Trump op-ed? No one is surprised.

Perspective: Publishing that anonymous New York Times

article wasn’t ‘gutless.’ But writing it probably was.

I am the real Resistance, the Resistance within the Trump

administration

    By Alexandra Petri

Cartoons: Republicans plug their ears for the Kavanaugh

hearing

    By Ann Telnaes

Nike isn’t trying to be ‘woke.’ It’s trying to sell shoes.

    By Michael Serazio

Trump’s paranoid rage is getting worse. But the White House

‘resistance’ is a sham.

    By Greg Sargent

The Republican charade on Roe v. Wade was just unmasked

    By Paul Waldman

New York Times lauds ‘moral urgency’ of anonymous op-ed

    By Erik Wemple



More Top Stories

New York attorney general’s office has issued subpoenas to

every Catholic diocese in the state

A person familiar with the investigation said that the

attorney general's office sent civil subpoenas to the eight

Catholic dioceses.

    By Julie Zauzmer and Mark Berman13 minutes ago

Shooter kills three in downtown Cincinnati, police say

shooter also is dead

Television footage showed bodies being carried out on

stretchers and police surrounding the area near the

corporate headquarters for Fifth Third Bank.

    By Emily Wax-Thibodeaux1 hour ago

Justice Department to announce charges against North

Korean operative in connection with hack of Sony

The 2014 attack on Sony Pictures pressured the Hollywood

studio to pull a satirical film planned for a Christmas release

depicting the assassination of leader Kim Jong Un.

    By Ellen Nakashima and Devlin Barrett1 hour ago

    Kim Jong Un says he still trusts Trump, restates pledge to

denuclearize North Korea

Trump administration to circumvent court limits on

detention of child migrants

The maneuver is almost certain to land the administration

back in court, where a judge has rejected attempts to



extend the amount of time migrant children can be held with

their parents.

    By Nick Miroff and Maria Sacchetti1 hour ago

Video surfaces refuting Trump’s claim

that he’s never called someone

‘retarded’

The president asserted in a tweet this

week that he had not described

Attorney General Jeff Sessions or

anyone else that way.

    By John Wagner

5 reasons the NYT op-ed drives Trump so crazy

Live Updates Melania Trump calls anonymous NYT op-ed

'cowardly'

Analysis: Trump sees treason from within

Hear the entire NYT stunning op-ed

The officials who deny writing the op-ed

Obama to unveil 'pointed' midterm message

What the 25th amendment could mean for Trump



MSNBC
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Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Dems force release of previously confidential Kavanaugh

docs

    Watch Live: Kavanaugh Supreme Court confirmation

hearing

    Pompeo, Ryan respond to anonymous NY Times Trump

op-ed

    Sen. Leahy presses Kavanaugh on stolen Democratic

emails

    Brennan: Trump is mercurial, may try something rash

    Trump job approval remains in thirties, polls show

    Multiple fatalities in downtown Cincinnati shooting

    Trump suggests anonymous op-ed article could be

‘treason’

    Who is running the White House?

    John Kerry: 2018 can revitalize our democracy

   ROE BOMBSHELL LEAKS   

GOP KEPT IT SECRET!



UPDATE: Read The Kavanaugh Emails Democrats Pressured

Republicans To Release

Sarah Huckabee Sanders: Stop Bugging Me On New York

Times’ Trump Op-Ed

He Could Be Florida’s First Black Governor. A Jim Crow-Era

Law Might Stop Him.

Trump Administration To Defy Court Order On Child

Detention

Democrats Say Brett Kavanaugh Is Trying To ‘Fool’ Women

About Abortion Rights

Billionaire Richard DeVos Dead At 92

Trump Lashes Out After Reports of ‘Quiet Resistance’ by

Staff

    President Trump sought to assert command of his

administration amid reports of a “quiet resistance” among

some of his own advisers.

    Mr. Trump struck back, saying an anonymous column in

The Times was a “gutless editorial” and that a book by Bob

Woodward was “a total piece of fiction.”

2h ago

President Trump assailed The Times on Wednesday for

publishing the Op-Ed, calling it “a gutless editorial.” Doug

Mills/The New York Times

From Opinion: I Am Part of the Resistance Inside the Trump



Administration

I work for the president, but like-minded colleagues and I

have vowed to thwart parts of his agenda and his worst

inclinations, our anonymous contributor writes.

56m ago

Vice President Mike Pence and Mike Pompeo, the secretary

of State, denied writing the Op-Ed.

1h ago

As Lawyer, Kavanaugh Raised Doubt About Roe v. Wade,

Leaked Email Shows

    As a lawyer, Judge Brett Kavanaugh suggested that

calling Roe v. Wade “settled law of the land” might be

inaccurate, according to a leaked email.

    The email, written in March 2003, was among several an

unknown person provided to The New York Times late

Wednesday.

Live analysis: Senators spar over ‘confidential’ Kavanaugh

documents on his third day of hearings

    • Republicans threaten Cory Booker over Kavanaugh

document release. ‘Bring it,’ he responds

DECISION CALIFORNIA

        Politics

    Trump's first midterm pits a booming economy against

one of history's most unpopular presidents

    Mark Z. Barabak



    By Mark Z. Barabak

    3:00 AM

    Will California flip the House? The key races to watch

    Will California flip the House? The key races to watch

Pence, Coats and Pompeo deny authorship of anonymous

New York Times op-ed on Trump

    Politics

Pence, Coats and Pompeo deny authorship of anonymous

New York Times op-ed on Trump

The op-ed was written by a senior official in the Trump

administration, according to the Times.

By John Wagner

    • Opinion: No, anonymous Trump official, you're not 'part

of the resistance.' You're a coward

    • Opinion: Anonymous peeks behind the White House

curtain confirm what America already knew — Trump is a

train wreck

Opinion: Anonymous

peeks behind the White

House curtain confirm

what America already



knew — Trump is a train

wreck!

Every single day, Donald

Trump is proving himself

to be incompetent and

dangerous in the White

House. 

Even his OWN staff admits

it. But they along with

Republicans in Congress



are too cowardly to do

anything that gets in the

way of Trump. 





































h, Trump’s Supreme

Cournominee

    John Kerry: 'It scares

the hell out of me'

    The former senator

shares his thoughts on the

New York Times op-ed

piece by an anonymous

senior White House

official who claims to be

part of a "resistance."

    'What it really means is

we don't have a president'

»



    Today in politics

    Sen. Warren says it's time to use the 25th Amendment

to remove Trump from office

    Booker releases Kavanaugh documents but GOP

insists they were already cleared

    Kavanaugh won't condemn Trump's Ginsburg tweets

    Read Kavanaugh emails on abortion and affirmative

action

    Opinion: Kavanaugh may be 'Crazytown's' best choice

for Supreme Court

    Separated families are suing the Trump administration

    Obama to unveil 'pointed' midterm message

    Giuliani disputes book's 'diaper' story

    Breaking News

    Twitter bans Alex Jones and InfoWars

    Burt Reynolds has died at 82

    Presidential candidate stabbed while campaigning in

Brazil

    Police: 3 killed in Cincinnati shooting

    Ford recalls 2 million F-150 trucks

    Roy Moore is suing Sacha Baron Cohen

    Amway co-founder Richard DeVos dies at 92

    Trump mocked for Hemingway claim

    Hurricane Florence could pose major threat to East

Coast next week

    Yet another natural disaster for Japan

    Watch Alex Jones heckle Marco Rubio



BusinessTheStreet.com

The Prudent Move Is to Play Defense Now

If you owned the slower moving, big cap names that

comprise the DJIA you probably thought it was a decent

day for stocks, but if you owned the faster moving, high

volatility technology and small cap names you are

probably are not feeling the love. It was a tale of two

markets with the DJIA covering up some significant

weakness in the majority of the market. More

significantly there were more stocks hitting new

12-month lows than highs which is the first time that has

happened in a while.

PoliticsBloomberg

Mueller Offered a ‘Formula’ for Trump Interview, Giuliani

Says

Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s office has given Donald

Trump’s lawyers a proposal “that lays out a formula for

doing” an interview with the president, according to his

lawyer Rudy Giuliani. “There are a few things wrong with

it,” Giuliani said in an interview Thursday. The

president’s lawyers and Giuliani’s teams have been in

on-and-off negotiations since the end of last year over

whether Trump will submit to questioning in Mueller’s

investigation of Russian meddling in the 2016

presidential campaign and the ground rules for such a

voluntary appearance.



Politics Reuters

Top Trump aides rush to disavow NYTimes 'resistance'

article

By early afternoon, eight senior officials had disavowed

the piece, including Vice President Mike Pence,

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and Defense Secretary

James Mattis, while hammering the author for writing it

and the Times for publishing it. Trump seethed about the

piece and presented it as one more jab from the ranks of

disgruntled critics in denial about his presidential

successes, even as Washington was consumed with

speculation about who wrote it. First Lady Melania

Trump said in a statement on Twitter, “To the writer of

the oped - you are not protecting this country, you are

sabotaging it with your cowardly actions.” The article,

published on Wednesday, appeared just days after the

publication of excerpts from a new book by famed

Watergate reporter Bob Woodward that portrays Trump

as prone to impulsive decision-making.

China furious at Britain for South China Sea sail-by

AFP

China Protests U.K. Sail-By of Disputed South Sea Island

Chain

Bloomberg



Politics MarketWatch

Pence, Pompeo say they didn’t write anti-Trump op-ed |

Kavanaugh stumbles over Harris’ Mueller questions

Vice President Mike Pence and Secretary of State Mike

Pompeo are denying authorship of the controversial

anti-Trump New York Times op-ed written by what the

newspaper said was a senior administration official. As

the Washington Post writes, speculation about Pence

had been rampant because of the piece’s use of the

word “lodestar,” which the vice president has used in

speeches. Thursday morning, Pence spokesman Jarrod

Agen said on Twitter, “The Vice President puts his name

on his Op-Eds” and called the article “false, illogical, and

gutless.” Pompeo also denied he wrote it.

SNAKES ARE EVERYWHERE!

First Lady Blasts Op-Ed Author: Sabotaging Country...

Bookies place odds...

Denials...

Rand Paul: Lie-detector tests justified...

Warren on Warpath: Time For 25th...

TWITTER BLOCKS JONES PERMANENTLY

'Brazil's Donald Trump' presidential candidate stabbed in

street...



    Former senior diplomat says US is 'at a very

dangerous place'

    Read the stolen letter from Trump's desk reported in

Woodward's book

    Analysis: How to defuse the bombshell

    Kyl urges Trump to focus on his successes and not

pick unnecessary fights 

    'Smokey and the Bandit' star dies

    Burt Reynolds is dead at 82

    5 essential Burt Reynolds movies

    Burt Reynolds through the years

    Celebrities pay tribute to 'trailblazer'

Check these out

A model presents a creation from the Burberry collection

during a catwalk show for the Spring/Summer 2018

collection on the second day of The London Fashion

Week Women&#39;s in London on September 16, 2017 /

AFP PHOTO / NIKLAS HALLE&#39;N (Photo credit should

read NIKLAS HALLE&#39;N/AFP/Getty Images)

Burberry will stop burning the stuff it doesn't sell

Lawmaker drowns out protester with auctioneer voice

How an emergency Facebook post saved these

travelers' lives

Woman&#39;s hand holding ice cream Florence street

Italy

This city just banned eating in the street





Opinion How to prepare for ex-President Trump



Opinion How to prepare

for ex-President Trump

Politics Bob Woodward: Trump's lawyer warned him of

an 'orange jump suit' if he testifies [Trump's hideous

legal landscape just got even worse]

Trump's hideous legal landscape just got even worse 

Opinion Trump's hideous legal landscape just got even

worse 



Russia

warns US

of pending

attack in

Syrian area

with US

troops 



Kavanaugh declines to condemn Trump’s attacks on

judiciary

Sen. Richard Blumenthal (D-Conn.) asked Supreme Court

nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh about President Trump’s

comments that Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg “has

embarrassed us all” and “her mind is shot” during the

2016 campaign. Kavanaugh said he did not want to “get

within three Zip codes” of such a political controversy.

    By Seung Min Kim, Ann E. Marimow and Mark Berman 

We are a superpower run

by a simpleton
By Michael Gerson

The Republicans’ grim 2018 is obvious when compared

with past

cycles



     

MSNBC
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Top Stories from NBC News

and MSNBC

    WaPo: After op-ed, Trumps

says he can only trust his

children

    Burt Reynolds dies at age

82, agent says

    The ‘volcanic’ fallout from

the anonymous op-ed

    Dems force release of

previously confidential

Kavanaugh docs



    MTP Panel on Nike,

Kaepernick, NFL protests and

Pres. Trump

    Pompeo, Ryan respond to

anonymous NY Times Trump

op-ed

    Sen. Leahy presses

Kavanaugh on stolen

Democratic emails

    Brennan: Trump is

mercurial, may try something

rash

    Trump job approval remains

in thirties, polls show

    Multiple fatalities in

downtown Cincinnati shooting





RUDY NIXES OBSTRUCTION INTERVIEW! 

RUDY NIXES OBSTRUCTION INTERVIEW! 

Politics HuffPost

Elizabeth Warren Calls For Use Of 25th Amendment To

Remove Trump

It's time we invoke the Constitution to remove President

Donald Trump from

What You Need to Know About the 25th Amendment

Bloomberg

This Dem. Congressman Introduced a 25th Amendment

Bill

Yahoo View



MarketWatch

 Trump won’t answer Mueller’s questions about

obstruction, Giuliani says

Politics HuffPost

One Word Has People Convinced Mike Pence Wrote

Anonymous New York Times Op-Ed

The New York Times' scathing anti-Donald Trump op-ed,

which the paper

Trump Official's Bombshell NY Times Op-Ed: Late-Night

Hosts React | THR News

The Hollywood Reporter

Jimmy Kimmel Says He Knows Who Wrote NY Times

Op-Ed About Trump’s White House (Video)

The Wrap



Twitter just dropped the hammer on Alex Jones and

permanently kicked him off its service (TWTR)



Business Insider

Twitter Finally Bans Alex Jones And Infowars

HuffPost

Abe Deploys

Troops After

Deadly

Earthquake In

Hokkaido,

Japan

Yahoo View

Japan

earthquake:

Houses buried in landslide after magnitude-6.7 tremor

shakes northern island of Hokkaido

The Independent

World Yahoo News Photo Staff

Powerful quake hits Japanese island of Hokkaido

  A powerful earthquake Thursday on Japan’s

northernmost main island of Hokkaido triggered dozens



of landslides that crushed houses under torrents of dirt,

rocks and timber, prompting frantic efforts to unearth

any survivors. At least nine people were killed, Prime

Minister Shinzo Abe said. Officials said at least 366 were

injured, five of them seriously, and about 30 people were

unaccounted for after the magnitude 6.7 earthquake

jolted residents from their beds at 3:08 a.m. Nearly 3

million households were left without power by the quake

- the latest in an exhausting run of natural disasters for

Japan. (AP) See more news-related photo galleries and

follow us on Yahoo News Photo Twitter and Tumblr.

Politics HuffPost

Elizabeth Warren Calls For Use Of 25th

Amendment To Remove Trump

It's time we invoke the Constitution to

remove President Donald Trump from

  

  

Michael Moore: Trump ran because of Gwen Stefani

Politics Reuters



Mueller hardens stance on Trump interview in Russia

probe, Giuliani says

Giuliani, who said talks between the two sides were

continuing, saw Mueller's stance as a hardening in the

position prosecutors are taking after offering to allow

Trump to answer questions in writing. "I thought we

were close to having an agreement until they came back

with, 'You have to agree now that you'll allow a

follow-up,' and I don’t see how we can do it," Giuliani

told Reuters. Lawyers for Trump have been negotiating

over a potential interview with Mueller's team since last

year in the U.S. investigation of Russian meddling in the

presidential election, which Moscow denies.



The wh huck ho



Politics Fortune

Republicans Denounce President Trump's Latest Attack

on Jeff Sessions. But They Don't Plan to Act

Republicans Denounce President Trump's Latest Attack

on Jeff Sessions. But They Don't Plan to Act





Trump agrees to an indefinite

military presence in Syria, U.S.

officials say

The shift stems from growing

doubts about whether Russia,

which President Trump has said

could be a partner, is able and

willing to help eject Iran. About

2,200 U.S. troops are serving in

Syria, virtually all of them devoted

to the war against the Islamic

State. 



We are a superpower run

by a simpleton
By Michael Gerson

Campaign 2018

Sen. Carper holds off liberal challenger for win in

Delaware’s Democratic primary

The race between Sen. Thomas R. Carper, who is

seeking his fourth term, and Kerri Evelyn Harris, a

community activist making her first run for office,

revealed a shift in Carper’s party and the existence of a

left-wing vote bloc in a state where moderate

suburbanites typically dominate.

    By David Weigel

In new film, Michael Moore compares Trump to Hitler.

And he’s not so crazy about Obama either



The Editorial Board

There Oughta Be a Law …

President Trump’s contempt for the Constitution

confirms the harshest charges leveled in recent

accounts of his off-the-rails presidency.

I Am Part of the Resistance Inside the Trump

Administration

‘Anonymous’ vs. Trump: Resistance From Within

Ronald J. Krotoszynski Jr.

Who Are You Calling ‘Dumb’? A

Defense of Southerners Who Don’t Go

to Ivy League Schools



CBS

Murder in the Rust Belt

Why is violent crime so high in former factory towns?





The New York Times

5 days ago

How Rudy Giuliani Turned Into Trump’s Clown

The New Yorker

3 days ago

Trump administration to sidestep limits on child

detention

The Trump administration is seeking to allow US

authorities to keep immigrant children in detention

longer than the current 20-day limit, a move critics ...

Al Jazeera English

today

Trump administration to circumvent court limits on

detention of child migrants

Its plan to withdraw from Flores Settlement Agreement,

which shapes detention standards for underage

migrants, is likely to lead to new legal challenges.

The Washington Post

Trump administration to sidestep limits on child

detention

The Trump administration is seeking to allow US

authorities to keep immigrant children in detention

longer than the current 20-day limit, a move critics ...

Al Jazeera English

today



Trump administration to circumvent court limits on

detention of child migrants

Its plan to withdraw from Flores Settlement Agreement,

which shapes detention standards for underage

migrants, is likely to lead to new legal challenges.

The Washington Post

2 hours ago

    Trump to supporters: If impeached, it's your fault

GOP senator: Who wouldn't write it?

Read up: 7 terms you need to know to understand the

NYT op-ed

David Axelrod: Here's my question for the NYT op-ed

writer

Tapper: White House is giving op-ed oxygen

Even as the president ginned up the crowd to boo the

media, he lavished praise on Rep. Greg Gianforte as a

“fighter” despite his conviction last year for assaulting a

journalist.



A notable contrast though, was President Trump's

willingness to blast his domestic political opponents as

"sick," even as he lavished praise on two brutal

dictators, Russian President Vladimir Putin and North

Korean leader Kim Jong Un.

"[Kim Jong Un] likes me, I like him, who knows what is

going to happen!" Trump said.

"One of my best meetings ever was with Vladimir Putin,

and they said 'He was too nice,'" Trump told the crowd.

"They wanted me to have a boxing match on this stage."





trump to supporters: If I'm impeached, it's your fault

Trump criticizes 'deep state operatives'

Analysis: One big clue to the identity of the anonymous

writer

GOP senator: Who wouldn't write it?

Chris Cuomo slams author: Where were you all this time?

Kavanaugh and Democrats get what they came for at

confirmation hearing

Can military commanders refuse Trump?

The many examples of Trump officials resisting the

President

Sen. Warren says it's time to use the 25th Amendment to

remove Trump from office

Trump's behavior boosts 25th Amendment bill



Democratic Rep. Raskin says he's picking up fresh

support for legislation to create a congressional panel

that could declare the president psychologically unfit.

Skullduggery podcast »

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

Business The Independent

Elon Musk smokes cannabis during

interview with Joe Rogan, before

imagining what it's like to be a horse

Elon Musk has smoked cannabis during a live

two-and-a-half hour interview in California with comedian

Joe Rogan. Towards the end of the conversation, which

covered everything from Musk’s infamous flamethrowers

to plans for an electric plane, the Tesla founder appeared

surprised when Rogan took a joint out of a glass vial. “Is

that a joint, or is it a cigar?” Musk asks after Rogan

begins smoking.

Tesla is getting crushed after 2 executives jump ship and

CEO Elon Musk smokes weed (TSLA)

Business Insider

Tesla Stock Flames Out as Elon

Musk’s Bizarre Behavior 



Bitcoin on track for three consecutive

losing sessions
Published: Sept 7, 2018 4:45 p.m. ET

Digital currency markets are staring at yet another losing

session, with most major coins in the red late Friday.

bitcoin, the world’s largest cryptocurrency, has lost more

than 15% since Wednesday, tumbling to a two-week low

of $6,279.08. In late-afternoon Friday trading a single

bitcoin BTCUSD, -0.40% last changed hands at $6,423.36,

down 0.3% since Thursday at 5 p.m. Eastern Time on the

Kraken exchange. A losing session Friday would make it

three in a row.

The general consensus was a two-day selloff resulted

from a report that Goldman Sachs had put its crypto

venture on hold citing regulatory uncertainty. However,

late Thursday a senior executive at Goldman Sachs

Group GS, -0.26%  debunked the report, calling it fake

news.

“It wasn’t like we announced anything or that anything

had changed for us,” said Marty Chavez, CFO of Goldman

Sachs, at the TechCrunch Disrupt Conference. “I never

thought I’d hear myself actually use this term, but I’d

really have to describe that as fake news.”



He went on to say that the bank was still working on a

bitcoin non-deliverable forward contract.

Read: Despite crypto carnage, investors plan to add to

digital assets, survey finds

If not the Goldman news, then what?

With bitcoin unable to rally after Chavez denied

Wednesday’s report, Danny Scott, cofounder of crypto

exchange CoinCorner has floated an alternative theory

that the selloff was the result of a single seller, or bitcoin

whale.

“Many have been speculating that this week’s bitcoin

price drop was due to the news that Goldman Sachs

would be ditching its cryptocurrency trading plans,”

wrote Scott in an email to MarketWatch.

“A different theory which we have been following

ourselves for the last few days comes from a very old

bitcoin wallet beginning to move a large amount of

bitcoins (100,000+ BTC). These look to be from MtGox

which could match up well with their recent

announcement that creditors can now open the claims to

any lost funds.”

MtGox was a bitcoin exchange that suffered a hack in

February 2014, when more than 800,000 bitcoin were

stolen. In the ensuing months, around 200,000 bitcoin

were recovered and they have been sitting in a trust

account waiting to be liquidated and dispersed to

creditors.



No respite for altcoins

It’s groundhog day for altcoins, smaller coins alternative

to bitcoin, with most on track to end Friday on a sour

note. Ether ETHUSD, -0.18% is down 3.6% at $216.52,

Bitcoin Cash BCHUSD, +0.18% was down 2.2% to

$497.20, Litecoin LTCUSD, -1.04% wsd unchanged at

$56.38 and Ripple’s XRP coin XRPUSD, -1.11% is trading

at 29 cents, down 2%.

Futures couldn’t buck the trend, closing Friday in the red.

The Cboe Global Markets Group Inc.’s September

contract XBTU8, +0.43% finished down 0.1% at

$6,402.50, while the comparable CME Group Inc.

September contract BTCU8, +0.08% closed the session

down 0.6% at $6,390.

CryptoWatch: Check bitcoin and other cryptocurrency

prices, performance and market capitalization—all on

one

Learn how an Intuitive Investor® account can help you

reach your goals.

By Wells Fargo Advisors

Aaron

Hankin

Aaron Hankin is a MarketWatch reporter in New York

who covers cryptocurrency and financial markets.

SmartAsset.com





Whiskey, Tesla and a flamethrower

Elon Musk smokes a joint during interview

2 executives quit Tesla

See Musk's torch gun in action

How power changes the CEO brain

Mac Miller, rapper and producer, dead at 26

Major hurricane could threaten East Coast

Big hurricane barrels toward Hawaii

Video shows deadly Cincinnati shooting

Opinion: NYT op-ed 'resistance' is weak tea compared

with standing up to Nixon

Cornell: No evidence frat held sex contest

College drops Nike over Kaepernick ad

NFL kickoff ratings fall again

USDA accused of incinerating kittens

Police: Off-duty Dallas cop enters wrong apartment and

kills the resident

USDA sued over access to

documents on deaths of

kittens used in research

By Ellie Kaufman, CNN

White Coat Waste Project first learned of the

experiments after noticing that a USDA database listed



that cats were being used in experiments at the

Beltsville facility. The group filed a FOIA request in

December 2017 about those experiments and received

documents in April showing that the agency had been

using kittens in experiments for decades, according to

Justin Goodman, White Coat Waste Project vice

president for advocacy and public policy.

The documents in the initial FOIA request showed that

the agency was breeding about 100 kittens a year,

force-feeding them parasite-infected raw meat for two

weeks, collecting their feces to harvest the parasites

and then killing the kittens by incineration after using

them in the experiments, according to Goodman.



Michigan Republican Rep. Mike Bishop wrote a letter to

Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue in May after he

learned of the experiments on cats in Maryland.

In his letter to Perdue, Bishop wrote that he was

"shocked to hear that the USDA, the very organization

set out to enforce animal welfare laws and regulations,

was treating the life of animals with such contempt."

Bishop introduced a bill, the KITTEN Act of 2018, that

would prevent the USDA from using cats or kittens "in

experiments that cause pain or stress." The bill has 49

co-sponsors, five of whom were added on Thursday.

The Senate also included language in the most recent

agriculture appropriations bill urging the USDA to ends

its use of cats in experiments. The appropriations bill

passed in August.

"The Committee strongly supports USDA research but is

concerned about the use of cats in painful and terminal

laboratory experiments," the bill states. It also asks that

the USDA "consult scientific and veterinary experts

about the feasibility of implementing alternatives to the

use of cats" in research.

White Coat Waste Project is seeking several records

regarding the experiments, including complete veterinary

records for all the cats and kittens used in the

experiments, project budgets and internal emails

discussing the experiments.

The group says its mission is "to unite animal-lovers and

liberty-lovers to expose and end wasteful

taxpayer-funded animal experiments," according to court

documents.



A USDA Agricultural Research Service spokesperson said

the estimate of 100 cats per year used in USDA research

was a "serious overestimation" and called cats

"essential to the success of this critical research."

"The Agricultural Research Service-USDA (ARS) makes

every effort to minimize the number of cats used to

produce eggs required to research one of the most

widespread parasites in the world. The cats are essential

to the success of this critical research," the

spokesperson said.

Juana Summers contributed to this report.

MSNBC

Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Ex-Trump aide Papadopoulos sentenced to 14 days for

lying to feds

    Split screen Presidents: Obama comes out swinging as

Trump digs in

    Trump calls on Sessions to investigate anonymous

author of NYT’s op-ed

    Trump admin defies court order to hold migrant kids

indefinitely

    The economy added 201,000 jobs last month

    U.S. added more jobs than expected, but what about

wages?

    Kavanaugh evasive and ambiguous on Mueller: Sen.

Blumenthal



    As denials pile up, White House hunts for op-ed writer

    Sen. Hirono: ‘I question the legitimacy’ of these docs

being confidential

    Lawrence: Trump staff deny writing op-ed, but not all

denials are equal

Politics Yahoo News UK

Man removed from Trump rally after he pulls faces

behind the President's back

Man removed from Donald Trump election rally in

Montana for pulling faces as the president spoke

Business Reuters

Tesla shares reel as executives quit and CEO smokes pot

on webcast

Shares of the electric carmaker tumbled more than 6

percent on Friday to $263.24, with investors on edge

after a tumultuous August during which Musk proposed

and then abruptly pulled the plug on a go-private deal.

Chief Accounting Officer Dave Morton resigned after just

one month in the job because of discomfort with the

attention on the company and pace of work during that

time, Tesla said in a filing on Friday. Later on Friday,

Tesla named a new president of automotive operations,

promoting eight-year Tesla employee and former Daimler



truck exec Jerome Guillen into the role overseeing all

automotive operations and reporting to Musk.

BusinessTechCrunch

Coinbase plots to become the New York Stock Exchange

of crypto securities

Coinbase is known for being the most popular exchange

for converting fiat currency into crypto -- most of the

largest traded exchanges are crypto-to-crypto -- but he

foresees a future in which the total number of

cryptocurrencies swells massively as most companies

create their own token, which would run alongside equity

as an alternative investment system. "It makes sense

that any company out there who has a cap table... should

have their own token. Every open source project, every

charity, potentially every fund or these new types of

decentralized organizations [and] apps, they're all going

to have their own tokens," Armstrong said. "We want to

be the bridge all over the world where people come and

they take fiat currency and they can get it into these

different cryptocurrencies," he added.

Politics ABC News

In defining speech, Obama takes down Trump, his

politics and enablers; warns of 'dire' consequences of not

voting.

PAPA OFF TO PRISON 



In an urgent and defining speech Friday, former President

Barack Obama set himself up as a heavyweight

counterpoint on the campaign trail to President Donald

Trump -- as both men make plans to vigorously support

their party’s candidates in the final two months of the

midterm elections. “As a fellow citizen, not as a former

president, but as a fellow citizen I am here to deliver a



simple message. You need to vote because our

democracy depends on it,” Obama said.

Obama: Donald Trump "Is A Symptom. Not A Cause."

Yahoo View

Obama criticises Trump by name for first time since

election: 'A symptom of the politics of fear'

The Independent

MUSICAL CHAIRS: ‘STONE-FACED’ FAN SWAPPED OUT

Several People Behind Trump Were Removed, Replaced

During Rally In Montana

PAPA OFF TO PRISON 



Photographer admits editing out empty space in Trump

inauguration photos

Mac Miller, rapper and producer, dead at 26

Major hurricane could threaten East Coast

Big hurricane barrels toward Hawaii

Video shows deadly Cincinnati shooting

Opinion: I'll be watching Miss America to see if it's still

about beauty, not brains

Cornell: No evidence frat held sex contest

College drops Nike over Kaepernick ad

Trump and Obama are in a fight for America's soul

Obama: 'What happened to the Republican Party?'

Trump: I fell asleep during Obama speech

Papadopoulos breaks his silence

Trump mocks light sentence for former campaign adviser

Papadopoulos

Cohen wants his $130,000 back from Stormy Daniels

Alabama residents slam Trump after attack on Sessions

Sen. Graham: Trump is 'pissed off'

Opinion: Why Congress may shut down Trump's war on

the poor
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Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Omarosa: I think op-ed writer is in Pence’s office

    Ex-Trump aide Papadopoulos sentenced to 14 days for

lying to feds

    Split screen Presidents: Obama comes out swinging as

Trump digs in

    Trump calls on Sessions to investigate anonymous

author of NYT’s op-ed

    Trump admin defies court order to hold migrant kids

indefinitely



    The economy added 201,000 jobs last month

    U.S. added more jobs than expected, but what about

wages?

    Kavanaugh evasive and ambiguous on Mueller: Sen.

Blumenthal

    As denials pile up, White House hunts for op-ed writer

    Sen. Hirono: ‘I question the legitimacy’ of these docs

being confidential

Explore More

Omarosa: I think op-ed writer is in Pence’s office

Read this

Omarosa: I think op-ed writer is in Pence’s office

The Last Word with Lawrence O'Donnel

Lawrence's guess

Who wrote the anonymous NYT op-ed?

Watch.

NYT op-ed fallout

Matthews: 'We need to worry'

Watch.

PAID POST
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Ex-Trump aide Papadopoulos sentenced to 14 days for

lying to feds

Watch video

Deadline: White House

Watch video

Ex-Trump aide Papadopoulos sentenced to 14 days for

lying to feds

Split screen Presidents: Obama comes out swinging as



Trump digs in

Watch video

Deadline: White House

Watch video

Split screen Presidents: Obama comes out swinging as

Trump digs in

Trump calls on Sessions to investigate anonymous

author of NYT's op-ed

Trump calls on Sessions to investigate anonymous

author of NYT’s op-ed

“Jeff should be investigating who the author of that piece

was, because I really believe it’s national security,”

Trump said Friday. Read this

Trump admin defies court order to hold migrant kids

indefinitely

Watch video

Watch video

Trump admin defies court order to hold migrant kids

indefinitely

The economy added 201,000 jobs last month

Watch video

Morning Joe

Watch video

The economy added 201,000 jobs last month

U.S. added more jobs than expected, but what about

wages?

Watch video

Watch video

U.S. added more jobs than expected, but what about

wages?



Kavanaugh evasive and ambiguous on Mueller: Sen.

Blumenthal

Watch video

Morning Joe

Watch video

Kavanaugh evasive and ambiguous on Mueller: Sen.

Blumenthal

As denials pile up, White House hunts for op-ed writer

Watch video

Morning Joe

Watch video

As denials pile up, White House hunts for op-ed writer

Sen. Hirono: 'I question the legitimacy' of these docs

being confidential

Watch video



Morning Joe

Watch video

Sen. Hirono: ‘I question the legitimacy’ of these docs

being confidential

Ryan, McConnell try to coax Trump away from shutdown,

using props and flattery

Armed with photos of the border wall and a flattering

newspaper story, the GOP leaders sought to persuade

President Trump to put off a fight for more border wall

money until after the midterms, according to two people

briefed on the meeting.

    By Damian Paletta, Erica Werner and Josh Dawsey

Trump falsely inflates progress on his border wall

Leahy says Kavanaugh was ‘not truthful’ about

Democratic documents

The Vermont senator said the Supreme Court nominee

should have realized the material was “stolen.”

    By Michael Kranish

Ex-Nixon counsel warns of a court overly deferential to

the president

The Fix

Analysis

Who wrote the ‘resistance’ op-ed? Despite denials, most

people are still in the running.



A series of lists sorts officials into loose groups based on

their likelihood of authorship and theories offered in

public spaces.

    By Natalie Jennings, Aaron Blake and Kevin

Uhrmacher

    Trump says Justice Dept. should investigate author of

op-ed

Paul Ryan’s shameful end

    By Dana Milbank

First they separated families. Now they’re incarcerating

children.

    Editorial Board



Politics People

Melania Trump Reportedly Refused to Appear with Her

Husband After His 'Grab 'Em by the P-y' Tape

Melania Trump Refused to Appear with Trump After

Access Hollywood Tape

Trump’s Mental Incapacity Is No Defense To

Impeachment

HuffPost

O’Brien: Trump could be using “mole hunt” tactics to

battle NYT op-ed

Yahoo View





Ex-Trump campaign

adviser sentenced to 14

days in prison
[Associated Press]

CHAD DAY

,Associated Press•September 8, 2018

Ex-Trump campaign adviser sentenced to 14 days in

prison

An orange shirt saying "inmate" is thrown by a protester

at former Donald Trump presidential campaign foreign

policy adviser George Papadopoulos, right, who triggered

the Russia investigation, and who pleaded guilty to one

count of making false statements to the FBI, as he holds

hands with his wife Simona Mangiante on arrival at

federal court for sentencing, Friday, Sept. 7, 2018, in

Washington. (AP Photo/Jacquelyn Martin)

WASHINGTON (AP) — George Papadopoulos, the Trump

campaign adviser who triggered the Russia investigation,

was sentenced to 14 days in prison Friday after he told a

judge he was "deeply embarrassed and ashamed" for

lying to the FBI about his contacts with Russian

intermediaries.

Papadopoulos, the first campaign aide sentenced in

special counsel Robert Mueller's ongoing investigation,



acknowledged that his actions hindered an investigation

of national importance, a move that the judge in his case

said resulted in the 31-year-old putting his own

self-interest above that of his country.

"I made a dreadful mistake, but I am a good man who is

eager for redemption," Papadopoulos said.

The punishment was far less than the maximum

six-month sentence sought by the government but more

than the probation that Papadopoulos and his lawyers

had asked for.

Papadopoulos, who served as a foreign policy adviser to

President Donald Trump's campaign, has been a central

figure in the Russia investigation dating back before

Mueller's May 2017 appointment. He was the first to

plead guilty in Mueller's probe and is now the first Trump

campaign adviser to be sentenced. His case was also the

first to detail a member of the Trump campaign having

knowledge of Russian efforts to interfere in the 2016

presidential election while it was ongoing.

U.S. District Judge Randolph Moss said Papadopoulos'

deception was "not a noble lie" and said he had lied

because he wanted a job in the Trump administration and

didn't want to jeopardize that possibility by being tied to

the Russia investigation.

"In some ways it constitutes a calculated exercise of



self-interest over the national interest," the judge said.

Moss noted that many similar cases resulted in probation

but said he imposed a sentence of incarceration partly to

send a message to the public that they can't lie to the

FBI.

The sentence drew a quick response from Trump on

Twitter, as he scoffed at the two weeks of prison time by

comparing it to an unverified cost figure for the Mueller

probe.

"14 days for $28 MILLION - $2 MILLION a day, No

Collusion. A great day for America!" the president

tweeted.

Memos authored by House Republicans and Democrats ,

now declassified, show that information about

Papadopoulos' contacts with Russian intermediaries

triggered the FBI's counterintelligence investigation in

July 2016 into potential coordination between Russia and

the Trump campaign. That probe was later taken over by

Mueller.

According to a sweeping indictment handed up this

summer, Russian intelligence had stolen emails from

Hillary Clinton's campaign and other Democratic groups

by April 2016, the same month Papadopoulos was told by

a professor that Russian officials had told him they had

"dirt" on Clinton in the form of "thousands of emails."



Papadopoulos later used his connections with the

Maltese professor, Joseph Mifsud, and other Russian

nationals in an attempt to broker a meeting between

then-candidate Trump and Russian President Vladimir

Putin.

He admitted last year to lying to the FBI about those

contacts with Russians and Russian intermediaries, false

statements that prosecutors say caused irreparable harm

to the investigation during its early months.

Prosecutors say those false statements, made during a

January 2017 interview with federal investigators, led

the FBI to miss an opportunity to interview Mifsud while

he was in the United States in early 2017.

In court Friday, prosecutor Andrew Goldstein said

Papadopoulos' cooperation "didn't come close to the

standard of substantial assistance."

"It was at best begrudging efforts to cooperate and we

don't think they were substantial or significant in any

regard," he said.

He said Papadopoulos' deception required investigators

to scour more than 100,000 emails and gigabytes of data

to reconstruct the timeline of his contacts with Russians

and Russian intermediaries.

Even after his arrest and plea agreement last year,



Goldstein said, Papadopoulos continued to be difficult,

only providing information after being confronted with

documents such as emails and text messages.

In response, defense lawyer Thomas Breen said his

client was "remorseful" that his lies impeded the

investigation.

Papadopoulos lied because he was torn between wanting

to cooperate and wanting to remain loyal to a president

whose administration he hoped to join, Breen said. His

client was also affected by Trump's cries of "fake news"

and his casting of the Russia investigation as a "witch

hunt" just days before his FBI interview.

"The president of the United States hindered this

investigation more than George Papadopoulos ever

could," Breen said.

Breen described his client as a "patriot," who wasn't

trying to help Russia. But he acknowledged that

Papadopoulos was unsophisticated, naive and even a

"fool" for having made contacts with Russia

intermediaries during the campaign.

Breen said his client's primary interest was brokering a

meeting between Trump and Putin, a move he believed

the campaign supported. In court papers, Breen wrote

that during a March 2016 meeting attended by

Papadopoulos, Trump nodded with approval at the idea,



and then-Senator Jeff Sessions "appeared to like" it and

said the campaign "should look into it."

That clashes with what Sessions, a key campaign aide

and now Trump's attorney general, told the House

Judiciary Committee last November. In that testimony,

Sessions said he resisted the idea of any Russia meeting

proposed by Papadopoulos.

Outside the courthouse Friday, Breen said Papadopoulos

didn't recall ever telling anyone in the campaign about

the fact that Russia had dirt on Clinton in the form of

emails.

Breen also rejected the idea that Papadopoulos was the

victim of a witch hunt or prosecutorial misconduct.

"We have seen no such thing. We have seen no

entrapment. We have seen no set up by U.S. intelligence

people," he said, noting that he also had no reason to

believe that Papadopoulos was the subject of a warrant

obtained under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act.

Asked if Papadopoulos still remained loyal to Trump,

Breen smiled wryly and paused for a beat.

"We don't talk politics," he said.

Source: Trump aides' search for NYT op-ed author is



down to a few people

Trump wants DOJ investigation into anonymous NYT

op-ed

Dan Rather on NYT op-ed: We're in chaos, deep and dark

Trump believes op-ed writer is in national security,

Conway says

Opinion: 'Anonymous' is a hero

Analysis: One big clue to the writer's identity

Analysis: This might have been Trump's worst week

‘USED CAR SALESMAN’

Jim Carrey Shreds Trump: ‘He’s Tearing Us Limb From

Limb’

By Lee Moran

Don Lemon Airs Embarrassing Footage Of Republicans

Hating, Then Loving Trump

By Lee Moran

 POLITICS

Michael Cohen Seeks To Tear Up Stormy Daniels Deal,

Get Hush Money Back

By Mary Papenfuss

Avenatti said cases against Cohen won't be dropped until

there's "full disclosure and accountability."



Michael Cohen Seeks To Tear Up Stormy Daniels Deal,

Get Hush Money Back

By Mary Papenfuss

Avenatti said cases against Cohen won't be dropped until

there's "full disclosure and accountability."

POLITICS

More ‘Bad Character’ Examples Added To Trump’s DC

Liquor License Challenge

By Mary Papenfuss

The president needs to be "of good character" if he

wants to hold his liquor license for Trump International

Hotel.

NYT: Trump Admin Discussed Coup Plans With Rebel

Venezuelan Officers...







Source: Trump aides' search

for NYT op-ed author is

down to a few people

Stone to Trump: Fire hillbilly

Sessions

Cohen wants his $130,000

back from Stormy Daniels

Dan Rather: We're in deep, dark chaos

Analysis: This might be Trump's worst week

Obama holds 1st 2018 campaign rally

Photographer admits editing out empty space in Trump

inauguration photos

Steve Bannon falls victim to the free speech storm that

he sparked

Guy at Trump rally removed over facial expressions 



     Ex-FDIC chair: We're delusional about economy





Politics HuffPost Opinion

For Susan Collins, A Vote For Kavanaugh Would Be

Political Suicide

Throughout her more than two decades in the Senate,

Sen. Susan Collins

Sen. Ben Sasse: Senate is a broken institution

FOX News Videos

Brett Kavanaugh called birth-control pills

'abortion-inducing drugs' — here's why that's

pseudoscience





















Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Should Kavanaugh be investigated for perjury?

As Democrats push for the release of “confidential”

documents, some are calling for Supreme Court nominee

Brett Kavanaugh to be investigated further. Author David

A. Kaplan discusses along with his new book, “The Most

Dangerous Branch: Inside the Supreme Court’s Assault

on the Constitution.”Sep.08.2018

    Trump admin discussed plans for Venezuela coup:

Report

    Papadopoulos sentenced to 14 days for lying to feds

    Omarosa: I think op-ed writer is in Pence’s office

    Migrant dad still separated from son: It’s like ‘I’m an

animal’

    Cohen offers to rescind Stormy Daniels’ hush-money

deal

    Can O’Rourke and Dems turn Texas blue?

    Kavanaugh hearing highlights anti-abortion extremism

    Bill making it easier to deport criminals passes House

    Obama: How hard is it to say Nazis

are bad?
COHEN TO STORMY: I WANT MY HUSH MONEY BACK!

Michael Cohen Seeks To Tear Up Stormy Daniels Deal,

Get Hush Money Back

By Mary Papenfuss

Tweeters Stir Over Trump’s Claim He ‘Fell Asleep’ To

Obama’s Speech



Bill Maher: This Is The Week Trump

Found Out Everyone Hates Him

The Take

Analysis

Forget the House. Battle for the Senate could provide the

most election night drama.

The very existence of a series of races that are as close

as they are right now, and the possibility that they stay

that way over the coming weeks, suggests that the

campaign for the Senate deserves plenty of attention.

    By Dan Balz3 hours ago



Analysis: Boiling resistance to Trump produces

Democrats’ herbal tea party

Apple faces Trump’s ire after company says its products

would be hurt by tariffs

President Trump took aim at Apple after the tech giant

said that the White House's proposed tariffs on China

could result in price hikes on popular consumer devices

like AirPods, the company's wireless headphones, and

the Apple Watch.

    By Tony Romm1 hour ago

The Fix

Analysis

Who wrote the ‘resistance’ op-ed? Despite denials, most

people are still in the running.

A series of lists sorts officials into loose groups based on

their likelihood of authorship and theories offered in

public spaces.

By Natalie Jennings, Aaron Blake and Kevin Uhrmacher

Trump Administration Discussed Coup Plans With Rebel

Venezuelan Officers

    The Trump administration held secret meetings with

rebellious military officers from Venezuela over the last

year to talk about their plans to overthrow President

Nicolás Maduro.

    Establishing a clandestine channel with coup plotters

in Venezuela was a big gamble for Washington, given its

long history of covert intervention across Latin America



Trump Administration Discussed Coup Plans With Rebel

Venezuelan Officers

    The Trump administration held secret meetings with

rebellious military officers from Venezuela over the last

year to talk about their plans to overthrow President

Nicolás Maduro.

    Establishing a clandestine channel with coup plotters

in Venezuela was a big gamble for Washington, given its

long history of covert intervention across Latin America.



Gov. Brown signs bills to block Trump's offshore oil

drilling plan

Earlier this year, Brown and other state officials vowed

to do whatever it takes to stop the Trump administration

from opening California waters to drilling on an

unprecedented scale.

Rosanna Xia

By Rosanna Xia

Kavanaugh hearing revealed the partisan divide, but not

the nominee's real views on the law

David G. Savage

By David G. Savage 

Wildfires have charred more than 1 million acres in



California this year — and fire season is far from over

    What it takes to remove a president

from office

    The assassination of John F. Kennedy led to the

adoption of the 25th Amendment - including a multi-step

process to declare a U.S. leader unable to perform duties

of the office.

Politics People

Omarosa Suspects Mike Pence's Office Wrote NYT Op-Ed

in an Effort to Make Pence President

Omarosa Suspects Mike Pence's Office Wrote NYT Op-Ed

About Trump

NYT op-ed author should put name behind words, analyst

says

Yahoo View

Sen. Bill Cassidy on anonymous op-ed, Trump's behavior

FOX News Videos

olitics Bloomberg

Trump execs face probe

Following Michael Cohen's conviction last month, federal

prosecutors in Manhattan are investigating whether the



Trump Organization violated campaign-finance laws 

Politics Associated Press

Giuliani tells AP: Trump

won't answer obstruction

questions

Trump will not answer

investigators' questions

about whether he tried to

block the Russia probe,

one of his attorneys says.

Business The

Independent

Alex Jones and

Infowars

permanently banned

from Twitter for

abusive behaviour



Twitter has permanently banned Alex Jones and his

Infowars show for abusive behaviour. The company said

the right-wing conspiracy theorist won’t be able to create

new accounts on Twitter or take over existing ones. It

said it would continue to monitor reports about other

accounts potentially associated with Mr Jones or

Infowars, and will “take action” if it finds any attempts to

circumvent the ban.

Politics Associated

Press

Trump officials cry

'Not me!' as he fumes

over NYT column

WASHINGTON (AP) -

One after another,

President Donald

Trump's top lieutenants stepped forward Thursday to

declare, "Not me."



Politics ABC News Videos

Aides have list of about 12 possible writers of op-ed:

Sources

President Trump declared that Attorney General Jeff

Sessions should launch a probe into The New York Times

essay

Trump Wants The DOJ To Probe The Anonymous NYT

Op-Ed

Yahoo View

Top Trump economist says bombshell NYT op-ed 'might

be a fraud'

Yahoo Finance



Jared Kushner Outside A Locked Door 

There Were Zero Things Better This Week Than Jared

Kushner Outside A Locked Door 

By Jonathan Cohn

But that doesn't mean the United States would get the

same results.

POLITICS

Ex-Mistress Accuses RNC Leader Of Physical, Sexual

Abuse, Complaint Shows

By Yashar Ali

The former Playboy model also says in the complaint that

the major Republican donor thought Donald Trump was

"an idiot."

OPINION

No, President Mike Pence Would Not Be Worse Than

Trump

Washington feels like the capital of an occupied country

    By Anne Applebaum



Tiger Blamed for 13 Deaths







U.S. ABC News

Officer who walked into wrong apartment and killed man

faces arrest: Authorities

An arrest warrant will soon be issued for a Dallas police

officer who shot and killed a man upon returning home

from her shift and entering an apartment she apparently

thought was her own, police said Friday. Dallas Police

Chief Renee Hall announced at a press conference that

authorities are in the process of obtaining a warrant for

the officer involved, who has not yet been identified. The

victim was identified as Botham Jean, who was 26 years

old.

Politics The Daily Beast

Bill Maher Believes John Kelly Wrote the Trump-Bashing

New York Times Op-Ed

“This is the week that Trump found out everyone hates

him-and I don’t mean people like me, I mean the people

that work for him,” announced Bill Maher. It’s pointless to

try to convince him of anything.

NYT op-ed author should put name behind words, analyst

says

Yahoo View

Trump slams New York Times and op-ed at Montana rally

FOX News Videos





































Politics HuffPost

Trump Speculates About His

Impeachment During Rally: 'If It Does

Happen, It's Your Fault'

President Donald Trump went on a

bizarre tangent during a rally Thursday

night



Joseph Mifsud, professor who discussed Clinton 'dirt' with

George Papadopoulos, may be dead: DNC

Joseph Mifsud, an elusive professor considered a missing

link between President Trump's election campaign and

Russia, may have died during the course of ...

Washington Times

4 hours ago

Papadopoulos breaks silence, 'can't guarantee' he didn't

tell Trump campaign about Russian dirt

Former Trump campaign adviser George Papadopoulos

says he doesn't remember telling anyone on the campaign

that Russia had damaging emails about ...

CNN

today

Alex Jones’ Infowars gets banned from Apple’s App Store

Another domino has fallen in Alex Jones' media empire.

Apple confirmed with TechCrunch this week that it's

pulled the controversial conspiracy ...

TechCrunch

Apple Follows Twitter’s Lead, Permanently Bans Alex

Jones’ Infowars From App Store

The right-wing provocateur Alex Jones has one fewer

digital platform to peddle his crazy conspiracy theories

after Apple decided to remove Infowars from its App ...

Slate

today



Politics Bloomberg

Trump Says If Gary Cohn Stole Papers, He’ll Never Speak

to Him Again

President Donald Trump said he would never speak again

to Gary Cohn if the former top White House adviser stole

paperwork from his desk. “If he did that, I would never

speak to him again, I would never speak to him again,”

Trump told reporters aboard Air Force One on Friday. A

new book on the Trump presidency by journalist Bob

Woodward includes details of how then-economic adviser

Cohn stopped the president from ordering an exit from

Nafta and a trade deal with South Korea.

The Nixon pardon in constitutional retrospect

National Constitution Center

O’Brien: Trump could be using “mole hunt” tactics to

battle NYT op-ed

Yahoo View

Bob Woodward’s meticulous,

frightening look inside the Trump White

House

    By Jill Abramson

Top Trump Adviser Says Ted Cruz Could Lose Texas

Senate Race

    Mick Mulvaney, President Trump’s budget chief, said



Republicans would be able to surmount a Democratic

“movement of hate” in November.

    But he acknowledged the party could lose races where

they have candidates who are not seen as “likable”

enough, like Senator Ted Cruz of Texas.

• Top Trump fundraiser became 'increasingly violent'

during affair, ex-Playboy playmate alleges

Lawyer: Trump doesn't believe hush-money deal

Stormy Daniels, whose real name is Stephanie Clifford,

claims she had sex with Trump in 2006 and carried on a

platonic relationship with him for about a year.

Company scraps $20M lawsuit »



Politics Yahoo News

Democrat: Trump's 'deranged' behavior is boosting bill to

create panel that could remove him from office

Rep. Jamie Raskin says he is gaining support for

legislation to create a panel that could remove the

president from office.

N. Korean military parade has a different look

PoliticsBloomberg

Trump Trade Plans Tempered by Cohn and Mnuchin,

Woodward Writes

President Donald Trump made a sweeping decision in

August 2017 that could have rocked the global economy:

the U.S. would pull out of Nafta, the World Trade

Organization, and its trade deal with South Korea.

Alarmed, Trump’s top staffers scrambled to stop him,

according to Bob Woodward’s new book, “Fear.”

Bloomberg News obtained a copy of the book ahead of its

release, which is scheduled for Tuesday. Then-top

economic adviser Gary Cohn and staff secretary Rob

Porter pulled chief of staff John Kelly into the Oval Office

to convince Trump to back down.



Trump colors the fall campaign landscape: ‘He’s been the

only thing that matters’

Midterms traditionally center on the party in power, but

this year’s election is likely to hinge on the president —

the man and his rash actions, more so than his policies.

    By Ashley Parker and Philip Rucker

The Take: Forget the House. Battle for the Senate could

provide the most election night drama.

Republican Officials See Weaknesses Ahead of Midterms

   Two G.O.P. leaders acknowledged in a private meeting

that the party faced vulnerabilities, raising the prospect

that Senator Ted Cruz of Texas could lose his race.

   

Trump wants to toughen the nation's libel laws. Here's

why he isn't likely to succeed

Neither President Trump nor Congress can easily change

defamation laws, and his own inflammatory rhetoric would

most certainly be a casualty were the laws toughened.

Trump seeks to move past Stormy Daniels lawsuit, says

2016 deal was never valid

Roger Stone lists the people Trump should fire

Opinion: With Trump in crisis, Pence waits in his shadow

Chris Cuomo compares tactics of Obama and Trump

Source: Trump aides' search for NYT op-ed author is down

to a few people



 Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Should Kavanaugh be investigated for perjury?

    Trump admin discussed plans for Venezuela coup:

Report

    Papadopoulos sentenced to 14 days for lying to feds

    Omarosa: I think op-ed writer is in Pence’s office

    Migrant dad still separated from son: It’s like ‘I’m an

animal’

    Cohen offers to rescind Stormy Daniels’ hush-money

deal

    Can O’Rourke and Dems turn Texas blue?

    Kavanaugh hearing highlights anti-abortion extremism

    Bill making it easier to deport criminals passes House

    Obama: How hard is it to say Nazis are bad?

MSNBC Live with Alex Witt

Watch video

Trump admin discussed plans for Venezuela coup: Report

HUFFPOST PERSONAL 

FLORENCE BARRELS TOWARD EAST COAST 

OPINION

For Susan Collins, A Vote For Kavanaugh Would Be

Political Suicide

Susan Collins Receives 3,000 Coat Hangers Ahead Of

Kavanaugh Vote



No, President Mike Pence Would Not Be Worse Than

Trump

headshot

Neil J. Young

Columnist

    Pence denies discussing 25th Amendment to remove

Trump

    Kellyanne Conway defends Woodward phone call

    Opinion: With Trump in crisis, Pence waits in his

shadow

    Trump critic says he thinks about leaving the GOP

'every morning'

    Roger Stone lists people Trump should fire



    Analysis: The narrow path to a Democratic Senate

    Trump will provide written responses in defamation

case

    Trump mocked for Hemingway claim

    Top stories

    AUBURN, AL - SEPTEMBER 22: A general view of an

Auburn University sign with Samford Hall in the

background on campus of Auburn University on September

22, 2012 in Auburn, Alabama. (Photo by John

Korduner/Replay Photos via Getty Images)

    1 dead, 4 wounded in shooting near Auburn's campus

    East Coast on edge as Florence expected to strengthen

today

    TV anchor reports on daughter's death during newscast

    Discord and division behind the glamour of the Miss

America pageant

    Dallas police identify officer who went to wrong

apartment and killed a man

    'Charming' man who allegedly stuck dates with the

check could pay with prison time

    Opinion: 'Plaid shirt guy' dared to question Trump

    N. Korea holds military parade without ICBMs

A Border Patrol watchtower with electronic surveillance

devices stands on Fred Cavazos’s land in Texas.

A Border Patrol watchtower with electronic surveillance

devices stands on Fred Cavazos’s land in Texas.

Trump’s border wall threatens to end Texas family’s 250

years of ranching



One landowner in the project’s path agonizes over fighting

the government to save his last 77 acres on the Rio

Grande. “If this goes through, our property’s useless,” Fred

Cavazos said.

Top stories

    AUBURN, AL - SEPTEMBER 22: A

general view of an Auburn

University sign with Samford Hall in

the background on campus of

Auburn University on September 22,

2012 in Auburn, Alabama. (Photo by

John Korduner/Replay Photos via

Getty Images)

    1 dead, 4 wounded in shooting

near Auburn's campus

'Donald Trump is a symptom, not a cause': Obama urges

big turnout for midterms

video_youtube

Guardian News

yesterday

At-risk House Republicans say no to new tax bill



North Korea celebrates its 70th

anniversary with its massive

military parade

video_youtube

ABC News

one hour ago

Photos over 70 years show how

North Korea's Kim family went from

starving guerilla fighters to going

toe-to-toe with Trump

September 9, 2018 marks the 70

years of North Korea defying major

world powers to exist as a bastion

of Korean identity and revolutionary,

and often brutal ...

Business Insider

today



There’s an Obvious

Suspect for That New York

Times Anonymous Op-Ed

Slate

yesterday

Preventing Muscle Loss as

We Age

The New York Times

6 days ago

How Rudy Giuliani Turned

Into Trump’s Clown

The New Yorker



Politics

The Obvious Suspect

The quest to unmask the New York

Times op-ed writer has been filled

with speculation. But the article’s

prose points to one person in

particular.

By William Saletan

Sept 07, 20181:15 PM

A 2014 image of Jon Huntsman.

Jon Huntsman visits Gerson Lehrman Group on Dec. 2,

2014.

Photo by Andrew Toth/Getty Images for GLG

Who wrote the anonymous op-ed against President Trump

in Wednesday’s New York Times? All we know for certain

is what the Times disclosed: that it’s a “senior official in

the Trump administration.” But the most likely author,

based on the op-ed’s content and style, is the U.S.

ambassador to Russia, Jon Huntsman.

Huntsman is an obvious suspect for several reasons. The

article’s themes are classic Huntsman: effusive about

conservative policies, blunt about low character. In 2016,



he made the same points for and against Trump. The topic

that gets the most space and detail in the piece is

Huntsman’s current area, Russia. (As Slate’s Fred Kaplan

points out, Trump has been circumventing and

undermining Huntsman.) The prose, as in Huntsman’s

speeches and interviews, is flamboyantly erudite. The

tone, like Huntsman’s, is pious. And the article’s stated

motive—“Americans should know that there are adults in

the room”—matches a letter that Huntsman wrote to the

Salt Lake Tribune in July. In the letter, Huntsman,

responding to a columnist who thought the ambassador

should resign rather than keep working for Trump,

explained that public servants such as himself were

dutifully attending to the nation’s business.

Like other suspects, Huntsman has issued a statement to

deflect accusations that he wrote the Times op-ed. But

the statement—actually just a tweet—doesn’t come from

Huntsman. It comes from the spokesperson at the U.S.

Embassy in Moscow. The full text reads, “Amb Huntsman:

Come to find, when you’re serving as the U.S. envoy in

Moscow, you’re an easy target on all sides. Anything sent

out by me would have carried my name. An early political

lesson I learned: never send an anonymous op-ed.”

That’s a non-denial denial. The Times has already said

that the author’s “identity is known to us.” So the piece

can’t have been sent anonymously. It must have carried

the author’s name. Which means the statement from

Huntsman’s spokesperson is technically accurate, even if



he wrote the piece. And no matter what he says, he’s still

the most likely suspect—at least until somebody else

steps forward to claim responsibility—because the piece

is full of telltale words and phrases. Here are some of

them.

Country first. The op-ed glorifies the late Sen. John

McCain. It calls him a “lodestar,” the word used by Henry

Kissinger at McCain’s Sept. 1 memorial service to

describe the senator. It concludes with this line: “There is

a quiet resistance within the administration of people

choosing to put country first.” “Country first” was

McCain’s presidential campaign slogan in 2008.

Huntsman, who idolized McCain, adopted the same slogan

for his 2012 presidential campaign. A week ago, after

McCain died, Huntsman lauded McCain as his mentor and

recalled his motto, “Country first.” Huntsman also flew

back from Moscow to attend the memorial service.

Malign. The op-ed aims its most specific criticism at

Trump’s coddling of Vladimir Putin:

    On Russia, for instance, the president was reluctant to

expel so many of Mr. Putin’s spies as punishment for the

poisoning of a former Russian spy in Britain. He

complained for weeks about senior staff members letting

him get boxed into further confrontation with Russia, and

he expressed frustration that the United States continued

to impose sanctions on the country for its malign

behavior.



That’s a lot of detail about what Trump said and did. It’s

exactly the subject on which Huntsman would be most

likely to get good inside information. In addition,

malign—which is fancier and more correct in this context

than the more popular term malignant—is one of

Huntsman’s favorite words, especially when talking about

Russia. Last year, at his confirmation hearing, Huntsman

repeatedly denounced Russia’s “malign activity.” This

summer, in briefings and interviews leading up to the July

16 summit between Trump and Putin, Huntsman criticized

Russia’s “malign activity,” “malign activities,” and “malign

events.” He used the word so profusely that Chris Wallace,

while interviewing Huntsman on Fox News, felt obliged to

quote the dictionary definition.

Moorings. The op-ed criticizes Trump’s “amorality” and

says he’s “not moored to any discernible first principles.”

Amoral is a very unusual word in politics—the preferred

term is immoral—but it was a favorite locution of

Huntsman’s father, who used it to describe the Nixon

White House. Huntsman seems to prefer the term

moorings. In 2009, he worried that the GOP had “strayed

from some of our moorings.” Three years later, the Salt

Lake Tribune reported that Huntsman, in a statement to

the paper, “said he wanted his party to return to its

moorings.”

Impetuous. The op-ed also uses this term to describe the

president. It’s a rare word among politicians because it

isn’t widely understood, and it sounds pretentious. But



Huntsman loves it. In 2006, he said of tax reform, “We

can’t be too impetuous.” In 2011, he cautioned against

hitting China with trade penalties “in an impetuous,

unilateral way.” In 2012, he chastised Republican

presidential nominee Mitt Romney twice for an

“impetuous” response to the attack on the U.S. consulate

in Benghazi, Libya.

Inclination. The op-ed says officials in Trump’s

administration are bravely working to thwart his “worst

inclinations.” It would have been simpler to write “worst

instincts” or “worst tendencies,” but Huntsman likes

inclination. He has used it when speaking about health

care, bipartisanship, and troops in Afghanistan. In his July

21 letter to the Tribune, he proudly wrote:

“Representatives of our foreign service, civil service,

military and intelligence services have neither the time

nor inclination to obsess over politics.”

Other phrases in the piece also fit Huntsman. He

co-chaired the bipartisan group No Labels; the op-ed calls

for “reaching across the aisle and resolving to shed the

labels.” Huntsman often said his campaign philosophy

was to “work diligently”; the op-ed says officials in the

Trump administration “are working diligently.” Huntsman

extolled “this great nation”; so does the op-ed.

Huntsman’s letter to the Tribune warned of “the fragile

nature of this moment” and said wise public servants

were working to “stabilize the most dangerous

relationship in the world”; the Times op-ed frets about



Trump’s “instability” and says wise public servants are

faithfully carrying on “the work of the steady state.”

Maybe these resemblances are just coincidental, and

somebody else will confess to writing the op-ed. Given the

sheer number of people who could have written it—those

who work with Trump soon learn to despise him—even the

best guess is likely to be wrong. But the central mystery

of the piece—why anyone would speak so loudly about

serving in a “quiet resistance”—is a big clue. This is a

carefully prepared diary of principle and courage that the

author can use in a post-Trump world to gloss his legacy.

Exactly the sort of thing Jon Huntsman would write.

Read more from Slate:

A Bunch of Trump’s Senior Administration Officials Rush

to Say, “It Wasn’t Me”

Trevor Noah Is Neither Impressed Nor Comforted by That

Anonymous “Resistance” Op-Ed

Senior Administration Official Says in Anonymous Op-Ed

That He and Others Are Thwarting Trump “From Within” 

I Wrote Some of the Memos That Brett Kavanaugh

Lied to the Senate About. He Should Be

Impeached, Not Elevated.

PoliticsHuffPost



Sen. Ben Sasse Admits He 'Regularly'

Considers Leaving The GOP

Sen. Ben Sasse (R-Neb.) acknowledged on Saturday that

he “regularly” considers leaving the Republican Party,

making the admission as part of a series of tweets in

which he decried the increasing role conspiracy theories

play in today’s politics and media.

Sasse, elected to his seat in 2014, said he feared the U.S.

was “headed toward a place where hefty majorities of

both sides of the electorate are going to regularly

embrace unsupported and blatantly false assertions.”

When one of his followers asked him if he ever considered

switching parties, just as she switched from Democrat to

no-party, Sasse replied: “yep, regularly consider it.”

China Is Detaining Muslims in Vast Numbers. The Goal:

‘Transformation.’

    Ethnic Uighurs, a Muslim minority based in China’s

Xinjiang region, have been sent to camps to purge any

devotion to Islam.

    It is China’s most sweeping internment program since

the Mao era — and the focus of international criticism.



Trump wants to toughen the nation's libel laws. Here's

why he isn't likely to succeed

Neither President Trump nor Congress can easily change

defamation laws, and his own inflammatory rhetoric would

most certainly be a casualty were the laws toughened.

'It didn't harm either that I wasn’t born ugly'

Famed primatologist Jane Goodall says her physical

appearance helped her get publicity while trying to secure

funding for research projects.

'[It's] pretty stupid' »



Business MarketWatch

A stock-market bear signal

is at a more-than-4-decade

high, says Goldman

A gauge of bullish and bearish

momentum in the U.S. stock market

is ringing alarms for strategists at

Goldman Sachs. The investment

bank’s so-called bull-bear indicator,

which examines five market factors,

indicates that the likelihood of a bear

market occurring is at its highest

point since around the mid-1970s (see

chart below). Goldman analysts led

by Peter Oppenheimer, chief global

equities strategist, said an unusual

period for Wall Street, characterized



by loose monetary policy and a recent

spate of fiscal stimulus has resulted

in an uncannily bullish cycle for

markets that is likely to come to a

screeching halt.

WOODWARD SPEAKS:

'People better wake up to

what's going on'...

BOOK: Trump spooked Pentagon with

almost-sent tweet on NKorea...



Bob Woodward: "People

better wake up to

what's going on" in the

Oval Office

Watergate journalist Bob Woodward

made headlines once again this past

week, with his new book about the

Trump White House, entitled "Fear."

This morning, in his first TV interview,

Woodward paints a picture for our

David Martin of an administration in

disarray: 

"You look at the operation of this

White House and you have to say,

'Let's hope to God we don't have a



crisis,'" said Bob Woodward.

For the Washington Post reporter,

that is the bottom line to all the

jaw-dropping chaos and discord

described in his new book, "Fear:

Trump in the White House" (published

by Simon & Schuster, a division of

CBS).

woodward-fear-book-cover-inset-244.j

pg

Simon & Schuster

"People who work for him are worried

... that he will sign things or give

orders that threaten the national

security or the financial security of

the country, or of the world,"

Woodward said.



Aides like then-Chief Economic

Adviser Gary Cohn and White House

Staff Secretary Rob Porter literally

stole documents off the president's

desk in the Oval Office, such as a

letter terminating a trade agreement

with South Korea, so that, Woodward

explained, Mr. Trump could not sign

them: "Because they realized that

this would endanger the country."

Martin asked, "How'd they get away

with that?"

"[Trump] doesn't remember. If it's not

on his desk, if it's not immediately

available for action, it goes away."

Unelected officials like Cohn and

Porter intentionally thwarting the



actions of the elected president – the

exact reverse of what a White House

staff is supposed to do. 

Going back to Richard Nixon and

Watergate, this is the ninth White

House Woodward has covered. "In the

eight others," he said, "I never heard

of people on the staff in the White

House engaging in that kind of

extreme action."

In Woodward's telling, President

Trump does not see America as the

indispensable nation; he sees it as an

international sucker taken advantage

of by allies and trading partners. He

complained his advisors "don't know

anything about business. All they

want to is protect everybody … that



we pay for."

According to Woodward, the

president is obsessed by the fact that

the U.S. pays $3.5 billion a year to

station troops in South Korea as a

first line of defense against the North.

"I don't know why they're there," he

said at one meeting. "Let's bring them

all home." At another meeting,

Secretary of Defense James Mattis

starkly why the U.S. has 28,000

troops in Korea: "We're doing this in

order to prevent World War III."

    "The United States has great

strength and patience, but if it is

forced to defend itself or its allies, we

will have no choice but to totally

destroy North Korea." - President



Trump at the United Nation, Sept. 19,

2017

The standoff with North Korea has

been eased, for the moment, by the

Singapore Summit, which brought

together two leaders who had been

trading nuclear threats and

schoolyard insults.

    Trump: "'Rocket Man' is on a

suicide mission for himself and for his

regime."

The president later made that "Little

Rocket Man" on Twitter, which he

told Rob Porter "may be my best

ever." When Porter asked if it might

provoke Kim, according to Woodward,

the president replied, "It's leader



versus leader, man versus man, me

versus Kim."

The most dangerous moment of the

standoff, Woodward says, came when

the president went to work on

another tweet: "He drafts a tweet

saying 'We are going to pull out

dependents from South Korea  ...

Family members of the 28,000 people

there.'"

That tweet was never sent, because

of a back channel message from

North Korea that it would regard a

pullout of dependents as a sign the

U.S. was preparing to attack. "At that

moment there was a sense of

profound alarm in the Pentagon

leadership that, 'My God, one tweet



and we have reliable information that

the North Koreans are going to read

this as an attack is imminent,'"

Woodward said.

The president surrounded himself

with generals – active duty and

retired – all of whom had served in

Afghanistan. But before he decided

on a new Afghan strategy, he insisted

on meeting with enlisted men who

had served there as well. In a

meeting the next day, he lashed out

at the generals: "I don't care about

you guys," he said to Mattis, Joint

Chiefs Chairman General Joseph

Dunford, and then-National Security

Adviser H.R. McMaster. "'The soldiers

on the ground could run things much

better than you,' he says to Mattis



and Dunford, and there is a 25-minute

dressing down of the generals and

senior officials," said Woodward.

In a recent tweet, the president

acknowledged: "I'm tough as hell on

people and if I weren't nothing would

get done."

When he didn't like a trade deal

Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross had

negotiated with China, the president

lit into him at a White House meeting:

"It's a terrible deal. We got screwed.

... You're past your prime. You're not

a good negotiator anymore. ... you've

lost it. I don't trust you."

When Economic Adviser Gary Cohn

was upset over the president's



reluctance to condemn white

supremacists for the violence in

Charlottesville he went into the Oval

Office to resign. According to

Woodward, "Trump said, 'You can't

resign. I need you to do tax reform. If

you leave, this is treason.' And Trump

talked him out of resigning."

Afterwards, Chief of Staff John Kelly,

who had been in the room, pulled

Cohn aside: "Cohn wrote this down,

quote from General Kelly: 'If that was

me I would have taken that

resignation letter and shoved it up his

*** six different times.'" 



ashington Post reporter Bob

Woodward, interviewed by CBS News'

David Martin.

CBS News

The president has been bracing for

Woodward's book since last month

when the two lamented – or at least

pretended to lament – that they had

not talked. 



Woodward recorded the phone

conversation, with the president's

permission:

    Trump: "It's really too bad because

nobody told me about it, and I

would've loved to have spoken to you.

You know I'm very open to you. I

think you've always been fair."

    Woodward: "It's a tough look at the

world and your administration and

you."

    Trump: "Right. Well, I assume that

means it's going to be a negative

book. ... That's all right.  Some are

good and some are bad.  Sounds like

this is going to be a bad one."

Last week, when the contents of

"Fear" began to leak ahead of its



scheduled publication, the president

said it was worse than bad. "The

book is a work of fiction," Mr. Trump

argued. "If you look back at

Woodward's past, he had the same

problem with other presidents. He

likes to get publicity, sell some

books."

Martin said, "He's added 'fake books'

to his complaints about 'fake news.'

Are you ready for a tweetstorm

directed at you?"

"I've been there before," Woodward

replied.

In the 1970s Woodward's stories

(written with Carl Bernstein) on

Richard Nixon and Watergate were



repeatedly denounced (Press

Secretary Ron Ziegler said, "We

respect the free press, I respect the

free press; I don't respect the type of

journalism, the shabby journalism

that is being practiced by the

Washington Post"), until the White

House was forced to apologize.

Working on this book, Woodward says

he went back to the days of his youth

when he and Bernstein made

late-night visits to the homes of

potential sources.

Woodward recalled, "In one case I

called somebody at 11 o'clock at

night and said I'd like to talk. 'Yeah,

yeah, yeah. We'll get to it.' And I said,

'Well, how about now?' And he said,



'Now? It's 11 at night!' And I said, 'I'm

four minutes away.' 'Okay, come on

over for a while.'"

He doesn't identify his sources, but

most readers will conclude he talked

to both Gary Cohn and Rob Porter,

along with several other White House

officials who quit or were fired.

Martin said, "The criticism would be,

'You've talked to the people who have

an axe to grind against the

president.'"

"Well, that's just not true," he replied.

"Look, I talked to dozens and dozens

of people, and have notes and

documentation on lots of things."



Woodward quotes harsh criticism of

the president from some of his

closest advisers. Chief of Staff Kelly

called his boss an "idiot."  Secretary

of Defense Mattis said the

commander-in-chief acted like, and

had the understanding of, "a fifth- or

sixth-grader."  Both men have denied

saying such things.

And the president continues to

denounce the book at every turn. At a

rally Friday night Mr. Trump said,

"These guys that write books and

they put phony quotes out all over the

– totally phony quotes. I mean, totally,

like, fraudulent books. They're, like,

fraudulent books!"

Martin asked, "He says the quotes are



just not the way he speaks and the

quotes are fabricated. What do you

say to that?"

Woodward said, "He's wrong, and my

reporting is meticulous and careful."

In a second interview with CBS'

"Sunday Morning," Woodward said he

had multiple sources for every claim

in the book: "Multiple interviews with

key witnesses. One person I

interviewed nine times, and the

transcripts of those conversations

are 700 or 800 pages." 

"700-800 pages for one person?"

"Yes, sir."



"How many people did you

interview?"

"Over a hundred. I would say that

maybe half of those are key people."

The theme of Woodward's book – that

aides fear what the president might

do if allowed to follow his impulses –

received an unusual confirmation last

week, when The New York Times

published an anonymous article

written by a person described as "a

senior official in the Trump

administration."  "I work for the

president, but like-minded colleagues

and I have vowed to thwart parts of

his agenda and his worst

inclinations," he or she wrote.



When asked if he knows the author's

identity, Woodward said, "I have no

idea who it is. It's very important,

who it is. It's very important whether

this is somebody who witnessed and

participated. And quite frankly, if

there was a person in the White

House or the administration who

wanted to tell me what's in that op-ed

piece, I would say, 'Okay, name me

who was there. What is the specific

incident?' As you know, from having

read my book, the dates and times

and participants [are documented]."

He said that without that detail on

the op-ed author's story, "I wouldn't

have used it."

"Too vague?" asked Martin.



"Well, too vague, and does not meet

the standards of trying to describe

specific incidents. Specific incidents

are the building blocks of journalism,

as you well know."

"Fear: Trump in the White House" is

Woodward's 19th book, and he says

reporting it took him deeper inside a

working White House than he's ever

been before.

"This one was in the belly of the

beast," he said.

Martin asked, "And what did you

conclude about the beast?"



"That people better

wake up to what's

going on."
For more info:

    "Fear: Trump in the White House"

by Bob Woodward (Simon &

Schuster), available via Amazon

    bobwoodward.com

    Bob Woodward at the Washington

Post

    Follow @realBobWoodward on

Twitter

    

Story produced by Mary Walsh.



MOONVES OUT

Moonves Accused of Sex Crimes,

Assault in New Report...

6 MORE WOMEN... 



Florence strengthens to hurricane

and poses extreme threat to

Southeast and Mid-Atlantic

There is a real concern that the storm

will come ashore Thursday night and

slow or stall over the Mid-Atlantic

through next weekend, producing

disastrous amounts of rain.

 By Brian McNoldy and Jason

Samenow



Bob Woodward’s meticulous,

frightening look inside the Trump

White House

   By Jill Abramson



Are there Republicans who will join

Obama?

    By Jennifer Rubin

Bob Woodward’s meticulous,

frightening look inside the Trump

White House

    By Jill Abramson

High schools are dropping football.

Students are safer for it.

    Editorial Board

More Top Stories

CBS head Les Moonves faces new

sexual assault accusations amid

reports that he will step down



Allegations against Moonves

published in the New Yorker double

the number of accusers who have

come forward. In a statement to the

magazine, Moonves said three of the

encounters were consensual, but he

denied the others.

By Alex Horton

Naomi Osaka, right, won the U.S.

Open final after the chair umpire gave

Serena Williams a game penalty.

(Eduardo Munoz Alvarez/Getty

Images)

Naomi Osaka, right, won the U.S.

Open final after the chair umpire gave

Serena Williams a game penalty.

(Eduardo Munoz Alvarez/Getty

Images)

Perspective

Sexist power play by U.S. Open



umpire ruins a powerful final for

Serena Williams and Naomi Osaka

Chair umpire Carlos Ramos so

wrecked the final that both players

ended up distraught, tears streaming

down their faces during the trophy

presentation — all because he

couldn’t take a woman speaking

sharply to him.

    By Sally Jenkins

    Serena Williams fined $17,000 after

U.S. Open outburst

    Osaka upsets Williams to win 2018

U.S. Open

Trump to provide written answers

under oath in Summer Zervos

defamation lawsuit



The former contestant on “The

Apprentice” says President Trump

groped her in 2007. Court rules

require the statements to be sworn,

meaning that false answers could

open Trump to charges of perjury.

    By Elise Viebeck

Sen. Ben Sasse said he thinks about

leaving the GOP ‘every morning’

The Republican, however, remains

“committed to the party of Lincoln

and Reagan as long as there is a

chance to reform.”

    By Christian Davenport

Moonves, Longtime CBS Chief, May Be Gone by Monday

Les Moonves had already been negotiating his departure



before a report on Sunday detailed new sexual

harassment allegations against him.

Leslie Moonves has led CBS for 15 years. He was already

the subject of sexual harassment allegations. A new

report on Sunday added more claims. Antoine

Antoniol/Getty 
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Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Sasse: ‘This White House is a reality show

presidency’

    David Brock: I knew Kavanaugh as a ‘partisan

warrior’

    Omarosa: #TFA hashtag used by WH staffers for

25th Amendment talk

    Obama critiques Trump, GOP on midterms

campaign trail

    Trump will not sue Stormy Daniels for breaking



NDA

    Serena Williams’ controversial dispute with U.S.

Open umpire

    Trump administration officials deny writing

scathing op-ed

    Should Kavanaugh be investigated for perjury?

    Trump admin proposes regulations allowing

indefinite migrant child detention

    Trump admin discussed plans for Venezuela

coup: Report

Moonves is about to leave CBS, sources say

Farrow: More #MeToo allegations against Moonves

3 big storms churn in the Atlantic as Hurricane

Florence heads toward East Coast

The drama unfolding behind the scenes of Miss

America

Far-right party with neo-Nazi roots surges in

Swedish vote, exit poll shows

Is WH producing Fox News segments?



With Trump in crisis, Pence waits in his shadow

Nikki Haley: Combating corruption is about

ensuring peace and security

Brazil's democracy is quite literally under assault

Carol Costello: Why a Miss America?

Counting calories in a restaurant dangerous

Pay attention to Nicaragua



Black hairy tongue: What to know about the bizarre

disease

When Dr. Yasir Hamad heard that a patient's

tongue had turned black, he decided he needed to

see it for himself. "It was the typical textbook

case" of a condition ...

































































































Stop Blaming Boomers for

Social Security's Mess, and

Blame These 6 Things

Instead
[Motley Fool]

Sean Williams, The Motley Fool

Motley FoolSeptember 9, 2018

Social Security may have paid benefits to retired

workers for more than 78 years, but there's little

denying that the nation's most important social

program is in trouble.

Each year, the Social Security Board of Trustees

releases an annual report that examines the

short-term (10-year) and long-term (75-year)

outlook for the program. In the latest edition from

early June, the Trustees projected that, for the

first time since 1982, expenditures would exceed

collected revenue. Although we're only talking

about a net cash outflow of $1.7 billion, which is

hardly noticeable next to $2.89 trillion in asset

reserves, it's the sheer significance of this event



that's concerning.

Casino chips and dice lying atop two Social

Security cards.

View photos

Casino chips and dice lying atop two Social

Security cards.

Image source: Getty Images.

By 2020, this net cash outflow is expected to really

begin ramping up. In 2027, an estimated $169

billion more will go out than will be collected,

according to the intermediate-cost model. And by

2034, all $2.89 trillion in asset reserves is

estimated to be gone. Though this (thankfully)

doesn't mean bankruptcy for Social Security, it

could lead to an across-the-board cut in benefits of

up to 21% to fund payouts through the year 2092

without the need for any further cuts.

The boomers aren't to blame for Social Security's

problems

You might be asking, "Who's to blame for this

mess?" In many instances, it's the poor baby

boomers who get thrust to the top of the blame

game, through no fault of their own, might I add.



Boomers, who are defined as being born in the late

1940s, 1950s, and early 1960s, are in the process

of hitting the eligible retirement age to claim

Social Security benefits and are, thusly, leaving the

labor force. Since fertility rates spiked during their

generation and they've dropped considerably

since, the worker-to-beneficiary ratio is expected

to decline from 2.8 to 1 in 2018 to 2.2 to 1 by 2035.

Or in plainer English, there aren't enough new

workers entering the labor force to account for the

ballooning number of retired beneficiaries.

However, we can't blame boomers for simply being

born when they were. Instead, let's place the

blame for Social Security's mess on the following

half-dozen factors.

An elderly couple examining their finances.
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An elderly couple examining their finances.

Image source: Getty Images.

1. Increased longevity

One of the biggest issues with Social Security has

been increased longevity since the program was

crafted in the mid-1930s. When payouts began in



January 1940, the average man and woman were

living to about 61 years and 65 years, respectively.

As of 2016, the average life expectancy in the U.S.

had catapulted to 78.6 years.

Meanwhile, Social Security's full retirement age --

the age at which you become eligible for your full

retirement benefit as determined by your birth year

-- has increased from age 65 to what'll be a cap of

age 67 by 2022 since inception. That's right, folks.

While the average life expectancy has surged by at

least 15 years in four generations, the full

retirement age will have climbed by just two years.

Put plainly, it means that seniors are able to

receive a payout for an extended period of time

when the program was only designed to provide a

financial foundation for a few years.

A chalkboard drawing of a rich individual weighing

down one side of a seesaw with a dollar sign, while

stick figures on the other side have nothing but

questions.
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A chalkboard drawing of a rich individual weighing

down one side of a seesaw with a dollar sign, while

stick figures on the other side have nothing but

questions.
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2. Income inequality

Another oft-overlooked issue is that of income

inequality. There are two Social Security-specific

issues that arise as the rift between the rich and

poor widens over time.

First, because the well-to-do have access to

preventative medical care and prescription

medicines without financial constraints, they tend

to live considerably longer than lower-income

individuals and families who may not have access

to physicians and/or medicine. By living longer,

they're able to secure a payout for an extended

period of time, thereby straining the program.

The second implication here is that since the

wealthy almost certainly have higher lifetime

earnings, they'll receive a higher monthly benefit

for an extended period of time. Since, among other

things, your monthly Social Security benefit is

based on your 35 highest-earning years of work,

upper-income individuals who are living longer can

really rack up substantial lifetime benefits from the

program. That's the opposite of what the



architects of the program intended in the

mid-1930s.

A blue Democrat donkey and red Republican
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3. Congressional inaction

Americans really should stop pointing their fingers

unfairly at baby boomers and instead point them at

their House and Senate representatives. It's been

35 years since Congress last passed a major

overhaul of Social Security, and the cracks in the

program's foundation are clearly showing.

Congress has known for no fewer than 33 years

that the program didn't have adequate capital to

continue the current payout schedule for the long

term. And yet, they've sat on their hands and done

nothing. In fact, the last time lawmakers on Capitol

Hill passed a major reform in 1983, they only did so

because the program's asset reserves were about



to run out and they could no longer kick the can

down the road.

The problem is that the longer Congress waits to

act, the more painful the solution will likely be on

working Americans. As of 2018, the program's

75-year actuarial deficit stood at 2.84%. Or in

layman's terms, this means the 12.4% payroll tax

on earned income of up to $128,400 (in 2018)

needs to be increased by 2.84% today (i.e., 12.4% +

2.84% = 15.24%) to completely offset the expected

$13.2 trillion cash shortfall that lies ahead

between 2034 and 2092. If Congress continues to

wait, this actuarial deficit, and thus the needed

payroll-tax hike on workers to right the ship, will

shoot well past 3%.

The U.S. Treasury mint printing hundred dollar

bills.
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The U.S. Treasury mint printing hundred dollar

bills.

Image source: Getty Images.

4. Monetary policy

Though it's not nearly on the same level as



congressional inaction, which deserves a serious

wag of the finger, the Federal Reserve's monetary

policy over the past nine years hasn't been helpful

to Social Security.

To cut the Fed some slack, it was trying to prevent

the complete collapse of financial and credit

systems in the U.S. when it lowered its federal

funds target rate to historically low levels of 0% to

0.25% in December 2008. However, by keeping this

rate at an historic low for seven years, it weighed

down yields on a number of interest-bearing

assets, including the special-issue government

bonds that Social Security's asset reserves are

invested in, as mandated by law.

If we were to look back five or 10 years, we'd see

that Social Security's asset reserve investment

portfolio was loaded with bonds yielding in excess

of 4% and 5%. Today, the average yield is about

2.9%, despite the program sporting a record

amount of excess cash. In other words, dovish

monetary policy for close to a decade seriously

hampered the program's interest income earning

potential.

An empty baby crib with a stuffed teddy bear

wedged in the corner.
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5. Low fertility rates

Rather than blaming boomers for being born, you

should consider pointing the finger at Generation X

and millennials who are purposefully choosing to

have fewer children.

According to The New York Times, based on data

from the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention in September 2017, lifetime births per

woman fell to 1.77, which represents the lowest

fertility rate in this country since 1976. Though

high unemployment rates following the Great

Recession were to blame for a while, the U.S.

economy is firing on all cylinders now, and the

fertility rate remains very low, historically. The

New York Times suggests that millennials are

postponing marriage more than previous

generations, using contraceptives to avoid an

unwanted or unplanned pregnancy, and having

their first child later than their parents' generation.



The worry is that, if low fertility rates persist for an

extended period of time, it could substantially

increase the cost to fix Social Security. We're

talking about a notably higher actuarial deficit, as

well as expenditures outpacing income by as much

as 5.84% annually by 2092, according to the

high-cost (i.e., low fertility) model. 

A Social Security card lying atop a work visa.
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6. A lull in immigration

Last but not least, a slowdown in aggregate

immigration could be to blame for Social Security's

woes.

Before the misconceptions start flying, let's clear

them up. Under traditional Social Security (i.e., not

including Supplemental Security Income),

undocumented immigrants cannot receive a

benefit. However, immigrants who've come here

legally and have been granted a path to

citizenship, as well as some undocumented

immigrants, do pay into the Social Security



program via the 12.4% payroll tax on earned

income. Those with a legal path to citizenship may

have an opportunity one day to earn enough

lifetime work credits to receive a retired-worker

benefit. Meanwhile, undocumented immigrants can

pay into the program, but will never receive a cent

back.

Put plainly, Social Security relies on healthy

immigration levels, since immigrants tend to be

younger and will therefore contribute into the

payroll tax for decades to come. However, The

New York Times notes that illegal border crossings

have been declining for more than a decade. If

we're seeing a lull in immigration to the United

States, Social Security could be adversely feeling

those effects. 

Long story short: Stop blaming baby boomers for

this mess!

    Here's How to Get the Maximum Social Security

Benefit

    The $16,728 Social Security Bonus You Can’t

Afford to Miss

    Is Social Security Taxable?



The best way to find out is to access our report

Money for a Lifetime: 7 Simple Steps to Getting the

Most From Social Security.

And guess what? Even if you aren’t among the

lucky few to get this particular bonus, we have

plenty of other tips, tricks, and strategies that can

help you retire more comfortably. For example…

    Their’s a weird loophole you can use to start

receiving some benefits early at age 62... and still

get up to 99% of your full benefits after you reach

retirement age!

    Social Security can’t be taxed, right? We reveal

smart strategies to slash your tax bill.

    Waiting until 70 to file for Social Security

benefits could be a mistake. Find out why.

…and more.

Social Security isn’t a decision you can afford to

get wrong. Don’t delay -- get your report now.

Enter your email address here to get started.

$16,728 per year in extra Social Security ben



Business Business Insider

GOLDMAN SACHS: Chinese tech giants are

dominating North America in VC funding for the

first time, and it could be the start of an

unprecedented boom (BABA, BIDU, JD)

Chinese companies outpaced their American

counterparts in venture-capital funding for the first

time during the second quarter, according to

Goldman Sachs. Tech giants and Softbank

contributed the most to this milestone.

World Bloomberg

Erdogan Says Turkey Won't Watch Killings in Idlib

From Sidelines

Turkey won’t watch the killings of tens of

thousands of innocent people from the sidelines,

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said after Russian

President Vladimir Putin rejected his call for a

cease-fire in Idlib, Syria’s last rebel stronghold.

Turkey won’t be part of a game to further the

interests of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad,

Erdogan said. “We will neither watch from the



sidelines nor participate in such a game,” Erdogan

said in a message on Twitter, several hours after

Putin on Friday rebuffed his call for a cease-fire in

Idlib at a summit in Tehran.

Politics HuffPost

Trump Moves To Extricate Himself From Stormy

Daniels Deal, Lawsuit

A lawyer for President Donald Trump filed a court

document on Saturday arguing



Politics Deadline

President Donald Trump Tweetstorm - The

Saturday Edition

Much like the television networks and their re-runs

before the season premieres, President Donald

Trump was in a re-tweeting and re-quoting mood

this weekend. The Commander-in-Tweet had four

re-tweets and several re-quotes on his Twitter

agenda for Saturday. It was his rebuttal to a week

that saw former President Barack Obama and an

anonymously sourced editorial dominate the

headlines. Using his own pulpit, the President

reminded his online following that there is

another…

 Politics

President Donald Trump Tweetstorm – The

Saturday Edition

Deadline Bruce Haring,Deadline Sat, Sep 8 3:13 PM

PDT
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[President Donald Trump departs the White House,

Washington DC, USA - 08 Jun 2018]

Much like the television networks and their re-runs

before the season premieres, President Donald

Trump was in a re-tweeting and re-quoting mood

this weekend.

The Commander-in-Tweet had four re-tweets and

several re-quotes on his Twitter agenda for

Saturday. It was his rebuttal to a week that saw

former President Barack Obama and an

anonymously sourced editorial dominate the

headlines.

Using his own pulpit, the President reminded his

online following that there is another side to the

unfolding story of his administration, as the empire

struck back.

Today’s tweetstorm so far:

Related stories

President Donald Trump Tweetstorm - The Sunday

Edition

Donald Trump Blames NFL Ratings Drop On

Protests; Omarosa Says He's "Poking & Prodding"

African Americans 



Business Motley Fool

3 Fastest-Growing Marijuana Markets -- and the

Top Stocks Poised to Profit From Them

Marijuana markets are growing like weeds.

Especially these three.

WorldReuters

Iran completes facility to build centrifuges: nuclear

chief

Iran has completed a facility to build advanced

centrifuges, Iran's nuclear chief was quoted on

Sunday as saying, as Tehran prepares to increase

its uranium-enrichment capacity if the nuclear deal

collapses after the United States exits. In June, Ali

Akbar Salehi, the head of the Atomic Energy

Organization of Iran, said the facility at the Natanz

nuclear plant would be completed within a month.

Salehi's statement in June came days after

Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said he

had ordered preparations to increase the country's

uranium enrichment capacity if the nuclear

agreement with world powers collapsed.



Business The Wrap

Rachel Bloom: Les Moonves Should Be Fired

‘Without Getting a F-ing Dollar’

“Crazy Ex-Girlfriend” star Rachel Bloom has joined

the call for CBS CEO Les Moonves to be fired

without an exit package in the wake of new sexual

assault accusations published Sunday by The New

Yorker. “The actions described in this article are

those of sexual assault and shame on anyone else

in the corporation who knew about his crimes,” she

tweeted, referring to the New Yorker story. The

new report from The New Yorker’s Ronan Farrow

includes on-the-record sexual misconduct

accusations from six more women against

Moonves, adding to the six from Farrow’s initial

report two months ago.

Politics HuffPost

Yale's Endorsement Of Brett Kavanaugh Reveals

The Legal Establishment's True Colors

Generations ago, there was a Yale Law School

professor who would start every ... 666 Reactions



Thousands of mental

health professionals agree

with Woodward and the

New York Times op-ed

author: Trump is

dangerous
Bandy X. Lee, The Conversation

    Donald Trump exhibits psychological symptoms

reflective of emotional compulsion, narcissism,

and recklessness.

    Members of the National Coalition of Concerned

Mental Health Experts believe a world leader of

Trump's caliber is a danger to society in his

current state of mental health.

    There is a strong connection between immediate

dangerousness — the likelihood of waging a war —

and extended dangerousness — policies that would

destabilize the world.



The Conversation

Bob Woodward's new book, "Fear," describes a

"nervous breakdown of Trump's presidency."

Earlier this year, Michael Wolff's "Fire and Fury"

offered a similar portrayal.

Now, an op-ed in The New York Times by an

anonymous "senior White House official" describes

how deeply the troubles in this administration run

and what effort is required to protect the nation.

None of this is a surprise to those of us who, 18

months ago, put together our own public service

book, "The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump: 27

Psychiatrists and Mental Health Experts Assess a

President."

My focus as the volume's editor was on Trump's

dangerousness because of my area of expertise in

violence prevention. Approaching violence as a

public health issue, I have consulted with

governments and international organizations, in

addition to 20 years of engaging in the individual

assessment and treatment of violent offenders.

The book proceeded from an ethics conference I



held at Yale, my home institution. At that meeting,

my psychiatrist colleagues and I discussed

balancing two essential duties of our profession.

First is the duty to speak responsibly about public

officials, especially as outlined in "the Goldwater

rule," which requires that we refrain from

diagnosing without a personal examination and

without authorization. Second is our responsibility

to protect public health and safety, or our "duty to

warn" in cases of danger, which usually

supersedes other rules.

trump rallyUS President Donald Trump holds

campaign rally in Wilkes-Barre, PennsylvaniaLeah

Millis/Reuters

Our conclusion was overwhelmingly that our

responsibility to society and its safety, as outlined

in our ethical guidelines, overrode any etiquette

owed to a public figure. That decision led to the

collection of essays in the book, which includes

some of the most prominent thinkers of the field

including Robert J. Lifton, Judith Herman, Philip

Zimbardo, and two dozen others. That decision

was controversial among some members of our

field.

We already know a great deal about Trump's



mental state based on the voluminous information

he has given through his tweets and his responses

to real situations in real time. Now, this week's

credible reports support the concerns we

articulated in the book beyond any doubt.

These reports are also consistent with the account

I received from two White House staff members

who called me in October 2017 because the

president was behaving in a manner that "scared"

them, and they believed he was "unraveling." They

were calling because of the book I edited.

Once I confirmed that they did not perceive the

situation as an imminent danger, I referred them to

the emergency room, in order not to be bound by

confidentiality rules that would apply if I engaged

with them as a treating physician. That would have

compromised my role of educating the public.

The psychology behind the chaos

The author of the New York Times op-ed makes

clear that the conflict in the White House is not

about Trump's ideology.

The problem, the author sees, is the lack of "any

discernible first principles that guide his decision



making… his impulsiveness [that] results in

half-baked, ill-informed and occasionally reckless

decisions that have to be walked back, and there

being literally no telling whether he might change

his mind from one minute to the next."

These are obviously psychological symptoms

reflective of emotional compulsion, impulsivity,

poor concentration, narcissism and recklessness.

They are identical to those that Woodward

describes in numerous examples, which he writes

were met with the "stealthy machinations used by

those in Trump's inner sanctum to try to control his

impulses and prevent disasters."

They are also consistent with the course we

foresaw early in Trump's presidency, which

concerned us enough to outline it in our book. We

tried to warn that his condition was worse than it

appeared, would grow worse over time and would

eventually become uncontainable.

What we observed were signs of mental instability

— signs that would eventually play out not only in

the White House, as these accounts report, but in

domestic situations and in the geopolitical sphere.



There is a strong connection between immediate

dangerousness — the likelihood of waging a war or

launching nuclear weapons — and extended

societal dangerousness — policies that force

separation of children from families or the

restructuring of global relations in a way that

would destabilize the world.

Getting worse

My current concern is that we are already

witnessing a further unraveling of the president's

mental state, especially as the frequency of his

lying increases and the fervor of his rallies

intensifies.

I am concerned that his mental challenges could

cause him to take unpredictable and potentially

extreme and dangerous measures to distract from

his legal problems.

Mental health professionals have standard

procedures for evaluating dangerousness. More

than a personal interview, violence potential is

best assessed through past history and a

structured checklist of a person's characteristics.

These characteristics include a history of cruelty



to animals or other people, risk taking, behavior

suggesting loss of control or impulsivity,

narcissistic personality and current mental

instability. Also of concern are noncompliance or

unwillingness to undergo tests or treatment,

access to weapons, poor relationship with

significant other or spouse, seeing oneself as a

victim, lack of compassion or empathy, and lack of

concern over consequences of harmful acts.

Donald Trump TiradeUS President Donald Trump

speaks to reporters aboard Air Force One on his

way to Fargo, North Dakota.Kevin

Lamarque/Reuters

The Woodward book and the New York Times op-ed

confirm many of these characteristics. The rest

have been evident in Trump's behavior outside the

White House and prior to his tenure.

That the president has met not just some but all

these criteria should be reason for alarm.

Other ways in which a president could be

dangerous are through cognitive symptoms or

lapses, since functions such as reasoning,

memory, attention, language and learning are

critical to the duties of a president. He has



exhibited signs of decline here, too.

Furthermore, when someone displays a propensity

for large-scale violence, such as by advocating

violence against protesters or immigrant families,

calling perpetrators of violence such as white

supremacists "very fine people" or showing oneself

vulnerable to manipulation by hostile foreign

powers, then these things can promote a much

more widespread culture of violence.

The president has already shown an alarming

escalation of irrational behavior during times of

distress. Others have observed him to be

"unstable," "losing a step," and "unraveling." He is

likely to enter such a state again.

Violent acts are not random events. They are end

products of a long process that follow recognizable

patterns. As mental health experts, we make

predictions in terms of unacceptable levels of

probability rather than on the basis of what is

certain to happen.

Trump's impairment is a familiar pattern to a

violence expert such as myself, but given his level

of severity, one does not need to be a specialist to



know that he is dangerous.

What next?

I believe Woodward's book and the revelations in

the New York Times op-ed have placed great

pressure on the president. We are now entering a

period when the stresses of the presidency could

accelerate because of the advancing special

counsel's investigations.

The degree of Trump's denial and resistance to the

unfolding revelations, as expressed in a recent Fox

interview, are telling of his fragility.

From my observations of the president over

extended time via his public presentations, direct

thoughts through tweets and accounts of his close

associates, I believe that the question is not

whether he will look for distractions, but how soon

and to what degree.

At least several thousands of mental health

professionals who are members of the National

Coalition of Concerned Mental Health Experts

share the view that the nuclear launch codes

should not be in the hands of someone who

exhibits such levels of mental instability.



Just as suspicion of crime should lead to an

investigation, the severity of impairment that we

see should lead to an evaluation, preferably with

the president's consent.

Mental impairment should be evaluated

independently from criminal investigations, using

medical criteria and standardized measures. A

sitting president may be immune to indictments,

but he is subject to the law, which is strict about

public safety and the right to treatment when an

individual poses a danger to the public because of

mental instability. In the case of danger, the

patient does not have the right to refuse, nor does

the physician have the right not to take the person

as a patient.

This evaluation may have been delayed, but it is

still not too late. And mental health professionals

have extensive experience assessing, restraining

and treating individuals much like Trump — it is

almost routine.

more from The Conversation:

    Enough is enough on section 44: it's time for

reform

    We've crunched the numbers in McDonald's



Monopoly challenge to find your chance of winning

    Thousands of mental health professionals agree

with Woodward and the New York Times op-ed

author: Trump is dangerous

SEE ALSO: 'I fell asleep': Trump unimpressed by

Obama's speech taking aim at him

SEE ALSO: 'We are losing': Trump and his top

advisors aren't publicly admitting how bad things

are in Afghanistan

SEE ALSO: 'Let's just remember when this recovery

started': Obama hits back at Trump taking credit

for strong economy

NOW WATCH: A new study just blew a hole in one

of the 

Russia sent a massive naval armada to Syria — and

looks to be re…

BI

Thousands of Saudi Arabian students have to leave

Canada because t…

BI

Trump accuses Google of rigging search results

against him and s…

  





Bob Woodward’s New Book Presents Trump

Staffers as Our Last Line of Defense. We’re

Doomed.

Nearly 300 pages into Bob Woodward's new book,

Fear: Trump in the White House, a West Wing aide

named Zach Fuentes cautions fellow staffers.

Bob Woodward: "People better wake up to what's

going on" in the Oval Office

Watergate journalist Bob Woodward made

headlines once again this past week, with his new

book about the Trump White House, entitled "Fear."

This morning ...CBS News













































































Leslie Moonves out as head of CBS as sexual

misconduct claims multiply

Moonves, once regarded as one of the country’s

most respected media titans, fell from his perch

after a dozen women alleged sexual misconduct,

harassment and retaliation.

    By Steven Zeitchik, Alex Horton and Sarah

Ellison3 hours ago

Under Trump, the jobs boom has finally reached

blue-collar workers. Will it last?

Growth in this sector is occurring at the fastest

rate since 1984, helping fuel a hiring boom in many

small towns and rural counties that heavily support

President Trump.

    By Heather Long and Andrew Van Dam

GOP candidate for Fla. governor spoke at racially

charged events

Rep. Ron DeSantis spoke four times at conferences

organized by a conservative activist who has said

that African Americans owe their freedom to white

people.



    By Beth Reinhard and Emma Brown1 hour ago

Demonstrators protest the assassination of Gauri

Lankesh in Bangalore on Sept. 12, 2017. (Arijit

Sen/Hindustan Times/Getty Images)

Demonstrators protest the assassination of Gauri

Lankesh in Bangalore on Sept. 12, 2017. (Arijit

Sen/Hindustan Times/Getty Images)

The shadowy extremist sect accused of plotting to

kill intellectuals in India

Police say the murder last year of journalist Gauri

Lankesh is part of a wider conspiracy — linked to a

sect accused of using hypnotherapy to incite its

followers to kill those they consider enemies of

Hinduism. Investigators have uncovered a hit list of

more than two dozen other writers and scholars.

    By Annie Gowen

Intensifying Hurricane Florence poses extreme

threat to Southeast and Mid-Atlantic

There is a real concern that the storm will come

ashore Thursday night and slow or stall over the

Mid-Atlantic through next weekend, producing

disastrous amounts of rain.

    By Brian McNoldy and Jason Samenow23



minutes ago

‘Gather your supplies now’: The Carolinas and

Virginia brace as Florence churns toward East

Coast

subscribe
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Opinions

Serena Williams is still treated differently than male

athletes

    By Billie Jean King

Serena Williams was blamed for defending herself.

That’s nothing new for black women.

    By Vanessa K. De Luca

The dangerous myth we still believe about the

Lehman Brothers bust

    By Sebastian Mallaby

Even this ultra-conservative judge rejects Trump’s

argument on DACA



    Editorial Board

The Kavanaugh hustle

    By E.J. Dionne Jr.

Why we don’t prepare for the future

    By Robert J. Samuelson

More Top Stories

Doctors are moving away from aggressive cancer

treatments when they would do more harm than

good

At the root of the change is the recognition that not

all cancers are the same: Some need to be

bludgeoned, but others can be treated with more

tailored therapies or simply watched.

    By Laurie McGinley

Serena Williams starts an overdue conversation

Tennis’s double standard remains in effect in ways

the 23-time Grand Slam champion is still showing

us.

    By Liz Clarke3 hours ago



    Perspective: Dignity was vanquished at U.S.

Open. Williams and Osaka showed how to recover

with grace.

Officer arrested after authorities say she killed a

man when she entered the wrong home

The arrest came amid intensifying calls for the

police officer to be charged in the fatal shooting of

her neighbor.

    By Kristine Phillips44 minutes ago

White House expected to warn of penalties if

international court moves against Americans

National security adviser John Bolton will

challenge the court’s jurisdiction in a speech

Monday, according to people familiar with the

remarks. Bolton is also expected to announce that

the administration will force the closure of the

Palestine Liberation Organization’s office in

Washington.

    By Missy Ryan and Anne Gearan2 hours ago

Trump, Cohen do not plan to enforce Stormy

Daniels’s nondisclosure agreement

Daniels’s lawyer Michael Avenatti said that the



move is intended to protect the president and his

former lawyer from being deposed in the case, but

that he intends to push on with his quest to depose

them both.

    By Elise Viebeck

    Trump to provide written answers under oath in

Summer Zervos defamation lawsuit

Chinese billionaire Jack Ma confirms exit at

Alibaba, announces successor

Ma, the founder of the e-commerce giant, will stay

at the helm of the company over the next year to

ensure a smooth transition for chief executive

Daniel Zhang, who joined Alibaba 11 years ago.

    By Danielle Paquette1 hour ago

In commuting 20 murder convicts’ sentences, Calif.

governor draws praise, criticism

With barely four months left in office, California’s

longest-serving governor is granting forgiveness to

record numbers of criminals, which includes giving

parole hearings to those who would otherwise be

ineligible. Criminal justice reformers nationwide

applaud him. Victims rights advocates are livid.



    By Rob Kuznia3 hours ago

New York Fashion Week

(Robin Givhan/The Washington Post)

(Robin Givhan/The Washington Post)

Perspective

The world laughed at his short pants. Now they’ve

made him very rich.

Thom Browne shrunk the business suit and

designed a purse that looked like his dog. He just

sold a chunk of his company for $500 million. How a

contrarian stuck to his vision and won.

    By Robin Givhan
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Business Bloomberg

China's Trade Outlook Darkens as U.S. Raises

Stakes on Tariffs

China’s chances of escaping the trade conflict with

the U.S. with only minor damage to its economy

just got slimmer. On Friday, U.S. President Donald

Trump doubled down on his threats to impose

higher tariffs on the nation’s goods.

Trump tells Apple to make products in US if it does

not want to be hurt by his tariffs

The Independent

Apple supplier shares slide after Trump tells tech

giant to make products in U.S.

Reuters

WorldThe National Interest

Nazi Germany's 'Stealth' Fighter: The Story of the

Ho 229

The Ho 229 might have been a formidable

adversary over the skies of World War II, but in

truth the plane was far from ready for mass

production by the war’s end.



 

Politics The Independent

Trump will undoubtedly face impeachment, says

Watergate attorney

Andrew Hall watched from within the courtroom as

four of Richard Nixon’s top advisers were

sentenced to prison for their roles in the Watergate

coverup. Ehrlichman created “The Plumbers”, a

covert special investigations unit inside of the

White House that began conducting illegal

operations under his watch, leading to one of

America’s most extraordinary political scandals.

Now, Mr Hall says he’s watching history repeat

itself, with Donald Trump and his associates

awaiting a similar fate in the days,weeks ahead.

Business Associated Press

Asian stocks mixed on fears of more US tariffs on

China

SINGAPORE (AP) - Asian shares were mostly lower

on Monday after U.S. President Donald Trump

declared he was considering tariffs on an additional

$267 billion in Chinese goods, ratcheting up

tensions between the world's two biggest

economies. It overshadowed a strong U.S. jobs



report that kept the Fed on track to raise interest

rates.

World The National Interest

Russia and China’s

Growing Military

Interaction; Surprised?

Why does Russia place such emphasis and media

attention on incredibly large military exercises with

China?

Politics Variety

Listen: Nixon Historian Tim Naftali on Thwarting A

President’s Worst Impulses

WASHINGTON - The anonymous New York Times

op-ed has few if any historic precedents: In real

time, a senior administration official is sounding

the alarm that the president is impetuous and

irrational, and only those around him have

restrained him from his worst impulses. On the



latest edition of Variety‘s “PopPolitics” on SiriusXM,

presidential historian […]

Politics Yahoo View-Will Trump’s base believe new

accounts suggesting he’s mentally unfit?

Donald Trump is lashing out against The New York



Times for its anonymous opinion on him, and the

forthcoming Bob Woodward book, ‘Fear: Trump in

the White House,’ both of which suggest the

president is mentally unfit, according to experts.

Leslie Moonves out as head of CBS as sexual

misconduct claims multiply

Moonves, once regarded as one of the country’s

most respected media titans, fell from his perch

after a dozen women alleged sexual misconduct,

harassment and retaliation.

    By Steven Zeitchik, Alex Horton and Sarah

Ellison

Under Trump, the jobs boom has finally reached

blue-collar workers. Will it last?

Growth in this sector is occurring at the fastest



rate since 1984, helping fuel a hiring boom in many

small towns and rural counties that heavily support

President Trump.

    By Heather Long and Andrew Van Dam

GOP candidate for Fla. governor spoke at racially

charged events

Rep. Ron DeSantis spoke four times at conferences

organized by a conservative activist who has said

that African Americans owe their freedom to white

people.

    By Beth Reinhard and Emma Brown

Senior officials from Karnataka state pay their

respects next to Gauri Lankesh's body in Bangalore

on Sept. 6, 2017. (Manjunath Kiran/AFP/Getty

Images)

Senior officials from Karnataka state pay their

respects next to Gauri Lankesh's body in Bangalore

on Sept. 6, 2017. (Manjunath Kiran/AFP/Getty

Images)

The shadowy extremist sect accused of plotting to

kill intellectuals in India

Police say the murder last year of journalist Gauri

Lankesh is part of a wider conspiracy — linked to a



sect accused of using hypnotherapy to incite its

followers to kill those they consider enemies of

Hinduism. Investigators have uncovered a hit list of

more than two dozen other writers and scholars.

    By Annie Gowen

Intensifying Hurricane Florence poses extreme

threat to Southeast and Mid-Atlantic

There is a real concern that the storm will come

ashore Thursday night and slow or stall over the

Mid-Atlantic through next weekend, producing

disastrous amounts of rain.

    By Brian McNoldy and Jason Samenow



‘Gather your supplies now’: The Carolinas and

Virginia brace as Florence churns toward East

Coast

White House changes its phone policy amid

heightened paranoia

Analysis: Trump's authority crisis deepens

Analysis: Reporter who broke Watergate has never

seen anything like Trump White House

Here's a little secret about the Texas Senate race

Trump's latest boast about the economy isn't even

close to true



Kellyanne Conway defends her phone call with

Woodward

Rep. Mia Love's campaign admits to improperly

raising primary election funds

'The View' host: GOP leaders are cowards

Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Bob Woodward warns about what’s going on in

WH

    Hurricane Florence strengthens to category 4

storm

    White House search for NYT opinion writer

continues

    Kavanaugh was deeply troubling in many ways:

Sen. Coons

    Obama brings civil discourse back to campaign

trail

    Woodward: Trump ‘detached from reality,’

jeopardizes national security

    Les Moonves steps down from CBS amid a dozen

allegations

    Omarosa: #TFA hashtag used by WH staffers for

25th Amendment talk

    Papadopoulos sentenced in Mueller’s Russia

probe

    Sasse: ‘This White House is a reality show

presidency’



THE TERRIFYING TWEET THAT COULD’VE LED TO

WAR

Bob Woodward: Nixed Trump Tweet ‘Scared The

Daylights’ Out Of The Pentagon

By Ed Mazza

President Trump's overall approval rating has fallen

6 points in a month, a CNN Poll finds

White House says everything is fine. Signs point

otherwise

Sarah Sanders: 'Sad' that op-ed is getting attention

Woodward's publisher says it's printing 1 million

copies of 'Fear'

exclusive White House changes phone policy amid

paranoia

Analysis: WH staff snake pit a result of Trump's

management style

WH adviser: I'm not chairman of the council of

Twitter advisers

Conway: Trump's press attacks 'not healthy' for the

country, but...

The reporter who broke Watergate says he's never

seen anything like the Trump administration

Sessions: We must respect rights of aliens

CNN Key Race Alert: This is the narrow path to a 



Top Stories from NBC News and MSNBC

    Bob Woodward warns about what’s going on in

WH

    New Omarosa tape: Trump claims ‘real Russia

story is Hillary and collusion’

    Trump speaks about deadly Niger ambush in new

Omarosa recording

    John Kerry: President has ‘damaged’ American

credibility on a global basis

    Hurricane Florence strengthens to category 4

storm

    White House search for NYT opinion writer

continues

    Kavanaugh was deeply troubling in many ways:

Sen. Coons

    Obama brings civil discourse back to campaign

trail

    Woodward: Trump ‘detached from reality,’

jeopardizes national security

    Les Moonves steps down from CBS amid a dozen

allegations
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Woodward: Trump ‘detached from reality,’

jeopardizes national security

The famed journalist spoke about “Fear,” his new

book on the president, in an appearance on the

“Today” show. Read this

Les Moonves steps down from CBS amid a dozen

allegations

Watch video

Les Moonves steps down from CBS amid a dozen

allegations
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Florida’s Toxic Red Tide Is Spreading North Up The

Gulf 

NEW TRUMP TAPE: JOKES ABOUT TERRORISTS!

Trump Makes Light Of Terrorists Who Killed U.S.

Soldiers In Omarosa Tape

By David Moye

U.S. orders closure of Palestinian office, cites lack

of progress on peace talks

The decision to close the office in Washington

follows an extended period of estrangement

between the Palestinian Authority government on

the West Bank and the Trump administration, which

has canceled most U.S. aid to Palestinians and

recognized Jerusalem as the Israeli capital.

    By Missy Ryan, Anne Gearan and Karen DeYoung

Palestinians vow not to bend to ‘vicious blackmail’

from the U.S.

‘We’re in the bull’s eye’: Evacuation orders multiply

as Hurricane Florence churns toward East Coast

The governors of North Carolina, South Carolina,

Virginia and Maryland have declared states of

emergency. The hurricane is expected to make



landfall later in the week.

    By Kristine Phillips and Reis Thebault

Capital Weather Gang: Florence could be a lot like

Harvey

Graphic: Tracking Florence’s path

Stormy Daniels’s lawyer fires back at attempts to

dismiss her case against Trump

Michael Avenatti argued the lawsuit must be

allowed to proceed because neither President

Trump nor his former personal attorney has faced

“any true consequences” in the case.

    By Elise Viebeck

The Trump-Russia coverup that Democrats fear

    By Greg Sargent

A remarkable new ad from a Democrat shows how

much health care has shifted

    By Paul Waldman

Trump’s policies are damaging more than our

dignity



    By Eugene Robinson

Formerly incarcerated Americans face tough odds.

The farm bill could make them even tougher.

    By Alex Busansky and Gary Maynard

Face it, Tucker Carlson: Your anti-diversity

segment was racist

    By Erik Wemple

Jerry Brown’s next role as elder statesman on

climate

Trump’s top economist says he can’t explain

Trump’s false tweet on the economy

“I'm not the chairman of the council of Twitter

advisers,” said Council of Economic Advisers

Chairman Kevin Hassett.

    By Damian Paletta and and Jeff Stein3 hours ago

    The Fix: The president’s promoters have no good

answer for his economic falsehoods

Omarosa says she suspects Pence’s chief of staff

wrote anonymous New York Times op-ed



The former White House aide then discussed how

she and other top staffers sort-of joked about

Trump being removed from office.

    By Emily Heil

Trump Administration Wants to Make It Easier to

Release Methane Into Air

    In a victory for energy companies, the

administration plans to roll back rules covering

methane leaks and the “flaring,” or burning, of the

potent greenhouse gas.

    The new rules follow two regulatory rollbacks

this year that, taken together, represent the

foundation of the United States’ effort to rein in

global warming.

A flaring pit near a well in the Bakken Oil Field,

which straddles the United States and Canada.

Orjan F. Ellingvag/Corbis, via Getty Images

U.N. Chief Tells World Leaders to ‘Break the

Paralysis’ on Climate Change

António Guterres, the secretary general, said “the

time has come for our leaders to show they care

about the people whose fate they hold in their

hands.”



U.S. Weighs Sanctions Against Chinese Officials

Over Muslim Detention Camps

    Since taking power in 2012, President Xi Jinping

has steered China on an authoritarian course,

which included increased repression of ethnic

groups such as Uighurs, who are Muslim.

    The economic penalties would be one of the first

times the Trump administration has taken action

against China on human rights violations.

U.S. Takes Aim at War Crimes Court, and Plans to

Close P.L.O. Office

The United States will shut down the Palestine

Liberation Organization office in Washington and

threaten the court if it investigates American

troops in Afghanistan.

Mr. Trump said G.D.P. growth was higher than the

unemployment rate “for the first time in over 100

years.” He was wrong.

Viral Videos Are Replacing Pricey Political Ads, and

They Work

    A wave of successful outsider candidates is

breaking cultural barriers, and they’re sweeping

aside longstanding norms in campaigns to do it.

    For many of these Democrats, the breakthrough

moment came after they got personal in relatively



low-cost videos that went viral, reaching millions.

Ron DeSantis, a Florida Republican, resigned from

Congress to devote himself to his race for governor.

Make sense of the people, issues and ideas shaping

the 2018 elections with our new politics

newsletter.

California to rely on 100% clean electricity by 2045

under bill signed by Gov. Jerry Brown

    All of California’s electricity will come from clean

power sources by 2045 under legislation signed by

Gov. Jerry Brown on Monday, the latest in a series

of ambitious goals set by the state to combat the

effects of climate change.

By Liam Dillon

    • President Trump is 'the big saboteur' of electric

cars, says Gov. Jerry Brown

Vatican appears ready to respond to claims pope

covered up sexual misconduct

Vatican appears ready to respond to claims pope

covered up sexual misconduct

Julie Chen goes on leave from 'The Talk' following

resignation of husband Les Moonves

By Meredith Blake

    • CBS announces new independent board

members to strengthen company leadership at a



turbulent time

    • Moonves exits CBS without severance package;

company says $20 million will be donated to

women's groups

Seventeen years after Sept. 11, Al Qaeda may be

stronger than ever .......By Nabih Bulos 

 Business

The 6 best universities in the country, according to

U.S. News & World Report

CNBC

Choosing a college is difficult. While there are

plenty of resources to help students estimate hard

costs, it can be hard to understand which features

make one school a better fit than another.

The U.S. News & World Report annual ranking helps

make this process a little easier. The publication

has long tracked and analyzed data from hundreds

of schools, studying metrics such as graduation

rate, retention rate and class size. For the first

time, the rankings will also consider a school's

ability to promote the social mobility of low-income

students. The list also features a four-way tie for

third place.

Once again, Princeton University topped U.S. News'



rankings of the best universities thanks to a perfect

100 out of 100 overall score and an impressive

five-to-one student-to-faculty ratio.

Common among these top-ranked institutions are

sky-high first-year retention and graduation rates.

These figures are often overlooked by prospective

students but are incredibly important when

considering colleges.

The National Center for Education Statistics

reports that just 40 percent of first-time full-time

students earn a bachelor's degree in four years,

and only 59 percent earn their bachelor's in six

years.

Since students often struggle to graduate on-time,

they are forced to pay for extra years of college

which can quickly increase the cost of their

degree.

While not all students will attend one of this year's

top-ranked 6 schools, understanding the traits

these institutions share can go a long way toward

selecting a university that serves them best in the

long term.

With these factors in mind, here are the top 6



schools in the country, according to U.S. News &

World Report:

3. Columbia University (tie)

Total undergraduate enrollment: 6,113

Tuition and fees (2017-2018): $57,208

Average first-year student retention rate: 99

percent

Graduation rate: 96 percent

3. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (tie)

Total undergraduate enrollment: 4,524

Tuition and fees (2017-2018): $49,892

Average first-year student retention rate: 99

percent

Graduation rate: 94 percent

3. University of Chicago (tie)

Total undergraduate enrollment: 5,941



Tuition and fees (2017-2018): $54,825

Average first-year student retention rate: 99

percent

Graduation rate: 93 percent

3. Yale University (tie)

Total undergraduate enrollment: 5,472

Tuition and fees (2017-2018): $51,400

Average first-year student retention rate: 99

percent

Graduation rate: 97 percent

2. Harvard University

Total undergraduate enrollment: 6,710

Tuition and fees (2017-2018): $48,949

Average first-year student retention rate: 97

percent

Graduation rate: 96 percent

1. Princeton University



Total undergraduate enrollment: 5,400

Tuition and fees (2017-2018): $47,140

Average first-year student retention rate: 98

percent

Graduation rate: 97 percent

Bob Woodward's publisher says it's printing 1

million copies of 'Fear'

Simon & Schuster said Monday that it is printing

one million copies of the book to keep up with

reader demand.

Bob Woodward book: Gary Cohn was 'astounded at

Trump's lack of basic understanding' about the

federal debt

President Donald Trump was confused about the

basics of the federal deficit, the debt ceiling, and

other economic issues, according to Bob

Woodward's new ...

INSIDER

today



GOLDMAN BEAR-Market Risk Indicator Highest

Since 1969...

    WH staff snake pit is the result of Trump's

management style

    Kellyanne Conway: Trump's press attacks 'not

healthy,' but...

    Trump's approval rating among independents is

at its lowest point

    Ford responds to Trump's business advice

    Sarah Sanders: 'Sad' that op-ed is getting

attention

    exclusive White House changes phone policy

amid heightened paranoia

    WH adviser: I'm not chairman of the council of

Twitter advisers

    Top stories

    Dallas cop may face upgraded charge for killing

her neighbor

    Retired priest says he tried to report abuse

    Russian spy suspect ordered to remain in jail



until her trial

    Huge gas line explosion turns sky orange

    Olivia Newton-John diagnosed with cancer

    Nearly 30% of all opioid prescriptions lack

medical explanation

    Opinion: Without Omarosa, there'd be no

President Trump

    Mayor bans rec facilities from buying Nike

products 

    Judge denies bail in Russian spy case

    A federal judge denies a defense request that

Maria Butina be placed under house arrest and

imposes a gag order on lawyers involved in the

case.

    Says attorney 'crossed the line' »

U.S. ramps up pressure on Palestinian Authority

with office closure

The order to shutter the Palestine Liberation

Organization office in Washington follows other

actions by the Trump administration, such as

recognizing Jerusalem as Israel’s capital and



cancelling most U.S. aid to the West Bank and

Gaza.

    By Karen DeYoung and Loveday Morris1 hour ago

More than 1.5 million people evacuated from

coastal areas as Hurricane Florence takes aim at

Carolinas

States and counties from Maryland to Georgia are

bracing for the impact of what forecasters warned

could be a “life-threatening storm surge” along the

coast, and “freshwater flooding from a prolonged

and exceptionally heavy rainfall” in areas much

further inland.

    By Kirk Ross, Jason Samenow and Abigail

Hauslohner52 minutes ago

Capital Weather Gang: Florence could be a lot like

Harvey

Graphic: Tracking Florence’s path

Stormy Daniels’s lawyer fires back at attempts to

dismiss her case against Trump

Michael Avenatti argued the lawsuit must be

allowed to proceed because neither President

Trump nor his former personal attorney has faced

“any true consequences” in the case.



Trump is harming the dream of America more than

any foreign adversary ever could

    By Joe Scarborough

Are you ready for some culture war?

    By Max Boot

Welcome to the tournament of champion creeps

    By Megan McArdle

The GOP has a communicable disease

    By Richard Cohen

We expected the war on terror to unite us. What

went wrong?

    By Charles Lane

Leslie Moonves’s departure is only the beginning.

CBS needs a full airing.

    Editorial Board



More Top Stories

Republicans have become ‘silent’ on deficit

reduction, Romney says

“With a booming economy, full employment, a

soaring stock market, and record asset values, we

should be shrinking the deficit, not growing it,” said

the former Republican presidential nominee and

current Senate hopeful in Utah.

    By Felicia Sonmez1 hour ago

Fact-check: WH's selective reading on economy

The president pitches an off-base claim about

economic growth as the White House cherry-picks

statistics to argue that the economy is better than

during Barack Obama's tenure.

The facts »

Politics The Independent

Russia-linked professor who promised Trump

campaign 'dirt' on Hillary Clinton 'may be

deceased', court told



A missing Maltese professor who promised the

Trump campaign “dirt” on Hillary Clinton in the

run-up to the presidential election may be dead, a

US court has been told. Joseph Mifsud, a former

teaching fellow at Stirling University, held meetings

in 2016 with George Papadopoulos, a former Trump

administration foreign policy adviser who was

jailed last week for lying to the FBI, including over

his connections to the 57-year-old professor.

Prosecutors in the Papadopoulos case allege Mr

Mifsud touted his “substantial connections with

Russian government officials”, who could deliver

“thousands of emails” featuring incriminating

information against Ms Clinton.

Business Associated Press

Despite Trump tweet, Ford says it won't make

hatchback in US

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ford won't be moving

production of a hatchback wagon to the United

States from China - despite President Donald

Trump's claim Sunday that his taxes on Chinese

imports mean the Focus Active can be built in

America.



Join millions of players online

Throne: Kingdom At War

Do you have what it takes?

Throne: Kingdom At War

Politics HuffPost

Trump Achieves The Impossible: Democratic Voters

Want Jeff Sessions To Stick Around

President Donald Trump has scrambled many of

Washington's standard operating

    Politics today

    Omarosa Manigault (L) who was a contestant on

the first season of Donald Trump&#39;s &quot;The

Apprentice&quot; and is now an ordained minister,

appears alongside Republican presidential hopeful

Donald Trump during a press conference November

30, 2015 that followed Trump&#39;s meeting with

African-American religious leaders in New York.

AFP PHOTO / TIMOTHY A. CLARY / AFP / TIMOTHY

A. CLARY (Photo credit should read TIMOTHY A.

CLARY/AFP/Getty Images)

    analysis

    WH staff snake pit is the result of Trump's

management style



    Trump adviser concedes GDP tweet was false

    WH adviser: I'm not chairman of the council of

Twitter advisers

    Trump's approval rating among independents is

at its lowest point

    Anderson Cooper calls out Sarah Sanders'

defense

    Ford responds to Trump's business advice

    exclusive White House changes phone policy

amid heightened paranoia

White House says everything is fine, though signs

point otherwise

The reporter who broke Watergate says he's never

seen anything like the Trump administration

Here's a little secret about the Texas Senate race

Sessions: We must respect rights of aliens

CNN Key Race Alert: This is the narrow path to a

Democratic Senate 

     NYC

    'Obviously, Khalil Mack didn't want to play here'

    Workers still search for 9/11 remains, 17 years

later



    The big loser after Conner's big day? Le'Veon's

wallet.

Politics Deadline

Stephen Colbert Accuses Bob Woodward Of Burying

The Lead In ‘Fear: Trump In The White House’

Bob Woodward stopped by Stephen Colbert's The

Late Show to pitch the book President Donald

Trump has been trashing on Twitter,  Fear: Trump

in the White House. Colbert asked the Washington

Post associate editor what makes him afraid. “Not

knowing” what’s going on in the White House,

Woodward replied. But, Colbert said, that’s not

going to be knowable “given that the hallmark of

Trump’s behavior in this book is that, from day to

day, he may not remember what his idea was…

America 'underestimating how serious' situation is

in Trump's White House, Bob Woodward says

The Independent

Trump pushes back again on Woodward book

before release date

ABC News

BusinessReuters

Exclusive: Venezuela signs oil deals similar to ones



rolled back under Chavez - document

The effort signals that President Nicolas Maduro,

who is struggling under a hyper-inflationary

economic meltdown and fast-declining oil output, is

willing to reverse the aggressive efforts of his

predecessor - who died in 2013 - to expand the

state's role in the energy industry of the OPEC

nation. The government had already announced a

vague plan to boost oil output with the help of

seven companies. The plan was described during a

televised event on Aug. 28 in which representatives

of those companies, during a ceremony including

Maduro, signed "joint service agreements" with 

Politics Bloomberg Video

Trump Is 'Erratic,

Uninformed' on Nafta,

Former Amb. Blanchard

Says

Sep.10 -- James Blanchard, a partner at DLA Piper



LLP and a former U.S. ambassador to Canada,

discusses the ongoing Nafta negotiations. He

speaks with Bloomberg's Amanda Lang and Shery

Ahn on "Bloomberg Markets."

Perspective

Leslie Moonves’s accusers just wouldn’t back

down. Neither would reporter Ronan Farrow.

‘We’re in the bull’s eye’: Evacuation orders multiply

as Hurricane Florence churns toward East

CoastState troopers pulled the car over. Then the

3-year-old handed them the marijuana bag.Trains

canceled, airlines waiving fees as East Coast

braces for Hurricane Florence

 Business

After Trump Tweets that the Ford Focus Can 'BE

BUILT IN THE U.S.A.,' Ford Explains Why That

Would Make No Sense

David Meyer David Meyer 18 hours ago

On Sunday, President Donald Trump tweeted

approvingly about the 10-day-old news that his 25%

tariffs on Chinese-made automobiles had led Ford f

to decide against importing its compact Ford Focus

Active model to the U.S. from the Chinese factories



where the car is made.

“This is just the beginning. This car can now be

BUILT IN THE U.S.A. and Ford will pay no tariffs!”

Trump exulted.

One problem: That’s not going to happen.

Ford’s North America product communications

manager, Mike Levine, spelled it out for the

president in a tweet noting “it would not be

profitable to build the Focus Active in the U.S.

given an expected annual sales volume of fewer

than 50,000 units and its competitive segment.”

Ford didn’t move production of the Focus to China

by accident; it did so because the U.S. market has

shifted away from smaller vehicles toward SUVs,

which has made production of the Focus in the

U.S.—a relatively expensive location—an illogical

choice.

The automaker decided a couple years back to

shift production of the Focus to Mexico, then last

year it opted for China instead. Earlier this year

Ford cancelled all its smaller cars with the

exception of the Mustang and the Focus Active.



Then, after Trump started threatening his new

tariffs against China, Ford decided in August that it

wouldn’t sell the Focus Active in the U.S. after all.

The profit margins were simply too small to be

worth it.

The auto-sector market economist Jon Gabrielsen

told the Detroit Free Press that Trump’s tweet was

“further evidence that neither the president nor his

trade representatives have any clue of the

complexities of global supply chains.”

“This forces Ford to forfeit the sales they would

have had if they could continue to import that

low-volume niche vehicle,” Gabrielsen said.

U.S. budget deficit widens

to fifth-highest ever, CBO

reports



Published: Sept 11, 2018

10:36 a.m. ET

By

Steve

Goldstein

D.C. bureau chief

Reuters

Donald Trump with PayPal co-founder Peter Thiel,

Apple Inc CEO Tim Cook and Oracle CEO Safra Catz

in 2016. Corporate taxes paid by companies

including Apple have dropped sharply after the

tax-cut law Trump signed.

The numbers: The U.S. budget deficit in August was

$211 billion, nearly double the gap during the

year-ago month, the Congressional Budget Office

estimated late Monday.

Adjusted for shifts in the timing of payments that

otherwise would have occurred on a weekend of

holiday, the deficit would have grown by 19%. The

Treasury Department will report final official

numbers on Thursday, and they are usually very



similar to the CBO’s.

What happened: Excluding timing shifts, outlays

grew 8%, as the net interest on public debt jumped

25%, defense spending jumped 10%, outlays for

Social Security grew 5%, and outlays for Medicare

benefits rose 7%. There also was an Agriculture

Department downward adjustment made in the

year-ago August. One boost to government finances

was an increase in spectrum payments to the

Federal Communications Commission.

Receipts fell by 3%, with corporate taxes dropping

by $5 billion, while revenue from income and payroll

taxes rose marginally.

The big picture: The budget deficit is widening in a

big way. In the first 11 months of the fiscal year,

the deficit was $895 billion, which is $222 billion

more than the previous year. Outlays have climbed

7% while revenue rose 1%.

Corporate taxes have plummeted by 30% this fiscal

year, both because of the lower rate as well as the

expanded ability to immediately deduct the full

value of equipment purchases. Individual income

and payroll taxes have climbed 4%, as increasing



wages — mostly, due to more people having jobs —

offset a lower withholding rate.

Spending on Social Security and Medicare have

climbed 4% as more baby boomers retire, outlays

on net interest on the debt have jumped 19% in part

due to a higher rate of inflation triggering more

payments to inflation-protected securities holders,

and defense spending has jumped 6%.

Kevin Hassett, the White House chief economic

adviser, was careful in a briefing with reporters on

Monday to say the corporate tax cuts — but not the

whole package — would pay for themselves with

higher growth.

“I think that the notion that the corporate tax side

has about paid for itself is clearly in the data,” he

said. “On the individual side, there was about a

trillion-dollar cost. About $700 billion of that was a

refundable child credit that got expanded at the

last minute to get the votes they needed to pass it.”

(The Joint Committee on Taxation estimates the

modification to the child tax credit to cost $573

billion over a decade, and that the individual side

cost $1.13 trillion in total.)



Other administration officials have made more

sweeping claims that the entire tax cut would pay

for itself, including Treasury Sec. Steven Mnuchin

and former National Economic Council Director

Gary Cohn.

Market reaction: There’s little evidence the

worsening fiscal picture is scaring the bond market

too dramatically. The yield on the benchmark

10-year Treasury TMUBMUSD10Y, +1.31%  has

climbed about a half percentage point this year but

still remains below 3%.

U.S. Budget Deficit Widens on Lower Revenue,

Higher Spending - WSJ

https://www.wsj.com/.../treasury-says-march-budget

-deficit-208-74-billion-up-18-from-...

Apr 11, 2018 - WASHINGTON—The U.S.

government's budget deficit widened in the first

half of its fiscal year as spending rose faster than

revenue compared ...

U.S. Budget Deficit Widens to $77B in July - -

CFO.com

ww2.cfo.com/the-economy/2018/08/u-s-budget-defic

it-widens-to-77b-in-july/



Aug 13, 2018 - The U.S. budget deficit rose sharply

to $77 billion in July, with a big drop in ... The

Treasury Department reported that receipts

increased 1% last ... track to record its biggest

annual deficit in six years,” The Associated Press

said. ... year's shortfall and the CBO expects

trillion-dollar deficits will return in 2020.

U.S. Posts Biggest Budget Deficit Since 2012 -

Bloomberg

https://www.bloomberg.com/.../u-s-posts-biggest-bu

dget-deficit-since-2012-as-tax-inc...

Mar 12, 2018 - The U.S. recorded a $215 billion

budget deficit in February -- its biggest in six ... The

deficit for the fiscal year that began in October

widened to $391 billion, ... shortfall the same period

a year earlier, according to the Treasury report. ...

should be withheld based on the new tax rules,

according to the CBO.

Trump still can't strike the right tone on 9/11

Though his speech to the victims' families was

measured and dignified, the president's exuberant

double fist pump to supporters upon his arrival in



Shanksville, Pa., was not.

History of discordant remarks »

NUTCASE TRUMP:



Business Bloomberg

The Trade War Will Likely Cost China 700,000 Jobs,

JPMorgan Says

The tariff battle with the U.S. will probably cost

China 700,000 jobs, or more in the event of further

escalation. The job losses would come if the U.S.

imposes 25 percent tariffs on $200 billion in

Chinese exports and China retaliates by devaluing

its currency by 5 percent and adding to levies on

U.S. goods, according to economists led by Haibin

Zhu at JPMorgan Chase & Co. If China doesn’t

retaliate at all, 3 million people could lose their

jobs, they wrote in a research note Tuesday. Things

may get even worse: if the U.S. imposes 25 percent

tariffs on all Chinese imports and China retaliates

with the levies already announced, the measures

will mean 5.5 million lost jobs and 1.3 percentage

points cut off gross domestic product growth.

Politics Mashable

Chrissy Teigen and confused Americans call out

Trump for fist pumping before a 9/11 memorial

service



Today marks the 17th anniversary of Sept. 11,

2001, and Donald Trump seems... extremely

pumped? As the world remembers the thousands of

people who lost their lives in the attack on the

World Trade Center, President Trump flew to

Johnstown, Pennsylvania with Melania this morning

to attend a memorial event. But his perplexing

facial expression and his choice to pump both fists

in the air on the runway were an odd choice for

such a solemn occasion. WATCH: President Trump

greets supporters upon arrival in Johnstown, Penn.,

while en route to Shanksville to honor those who

died aboard United Airlines Flight 93 when it

crashed 17 years ago today during the 9/11 attacks.

https://t.co/TI1qXHQQNO

pic.twitter.com/Uum9rmdV9j - NBC News

(@NBCNews) September 11, 2018 The Trumps were

on their way to a 9/11 Memorial Service in

Shanksville, PA, and many people feel the tone-deaf

gesture and strangely excited vibe the president

gave off as he greeted assembled supporters was

wildly inappropriate. Twitter users, including

Chrissy Teigen, were quick to scrutinize the photo,

calling Trump out for his chipper and insensitive

behavior on national day of mourning. what a raging

embarrassment https://t.co/d9V9OLCKJ6 - christine

teigen (@chrissyteigen) September 11, 2018 I’ve



never been as excited for anything as Trump is for

9/11 https://t.co/gmuuHuZFin - Jess Dweck

(@TheDweck) September 11, 2018 He can’t even

take 9/11 off from being a colossal schmuck... -

andy lassner (@andylassner) September 11, 2018

Pumped to commemorate some deaths, y’all.

https://t.co/UCWPEIEUyk - ana marie cox

(@anamariecox) September 11, 2018 Trump

fist-pumps as he arrives at a memorial service for

victims of a violent attack https://t.co/9KeMlJUOfe -

Aaron Rupar (@atrupar) September 11, 2018 It’s the

anniversary of one of the worst tragedies in

American history - and Donald Trump is PUMPED!!

https://t.co/kLtcDQYZ4e - Rex Huppke

(@RexHuppke) September 11, 2018 10 years after

conservative media freaked out because the

obamas did a fist bump at a 2008 rally, here's trump

fist-pumping as he arrives at a 9/11 commemoration

https://t.co/N5q52kIEcx - David Mack

(@davidmackau) September 11, 2018 This man

never, ever, ever fails to make clear to anyone

paying a second of honest attention that something

is seriously wrong with him.

https://t.co/gDp8tYA2qL - Daniel Summers

(@WFKARS) September 11, 2018 Can you imagine

having so little sense of decorum, sensitivity,

self-awareness, that your first instinct upon arriving



for an incredibly solemn ceremony, is to act as if

you're at one of your rallies? https://t.co/7zOTiz6N9e

- Elizabeth West (@Limeylizzie) September 11, 2018

When I say 9, you say 11! 9! https://t.co/6T73Lr14lf -

pourmecoffee (@pourmecoffee) September 11, 2018

Earlier this morning, Trump tweeted a simple "!7

years since September 11th" with an exclamation

point. 17 years since September 11th! - Donald J.

Trump (@realDonaldTrump) September 11, 2018 He

also tweeted a message to Rudy Giuliani and a few

thoughts on other, unrelated things, like collusion

with Russia. Rudy Giuliani did a GREAT job as

Mayor of NYC during the period of September 11th.

His leadership, bravery and skill must never be

forgotten. Rudy is a TRUE WARRIOR! - Donald J.

Trump (@realDonaldTrump) September 11, 2018

How hard is it to write a thoughtful message to the

families of those lost in the attack, thank the first

responders, encourage America, or at the very very

least, not pump your fists? WATCH: Is it a bird? Is it

a plane? No. It's an inflatable Trump baby flying

around London

Trump still can't strike the right note about 9/11

Yahoo News

Today in History for September 11th

Associated Press Videos



World Associated Press

Russia launches biggest war games in decades

involving China

CHITA, Russia (AP) - Russia on Tuesday launched

its largest military exercise since the Cold War, war

games that will also involve thousands of Chinese

troops in a show of burgeoning military ties

between Moscow and Beijing amid spiraling

tensions with the West.

World Associated Press

Diplomats from Iran, Russia, Turkey meet UN envoy

on Syria

GENEVA (AP) - The U.N. envoy for Syria hosted key

diplomats from Iran, Russia and Turkey on Tuesday

to discuss work toward rewriting the country's

constitution, amid concerns about a possibly

devastating military offensive on rebel-held Idlib

province.



World Associated Press

Diplomats from Iran, Russia, Turkey meet UN envoy

on Syria

GENEVA (AP) - The U.N. envoy for Syria hosted key

diplomats from Iran, Russia and Turkey on Tuesday

to discuss work toward rewriting the country's

constitution, amid concerns about a possibly

devastating military offensive on rebel-held Idlib

province.

BusinessCNBC Cisco chief: New US tariffs on

Chinese goods would be 'fairly significant' for us

Cisco might have to deal with the fallout from an

ongoing trade war between the U.S. and China by

passing on higher prices to its customers, Chuck

Robbins, the chairman and CEO of Cisco, told

CNBC. The tech company is optimizing its global

supply chain and having discussions with the

Trump administration to help US officials

understand the implications of tariffs on many of

Cisco’s products, Robbins said. Cisco CSCO might

have to deal with the fallout from an ongoing trade

war between the United States and China by

passing on higher prices to its customers, the

company's chairman and CEO told CNBC Tuesday.



Politics MarketWatch

Trump Today: President makes false claim about

GDP and unemployment

This column provides a daily update on key

presidential actions as well as comments, whether

spoken aloud or on Twitter, by President Trump.

President Donald Trump on Monday tweeted falsely

about economic growth and unemployment and

continued to rail against the portrait painted of him

and his administration in Bob Woodward’s new

book. In fact, it’s been only since the George W.

Bush administration - in 2006 - that the rate of

change in GDP has been higher than the

unemployment rate.

White House economic official says Trump's tweet

about US unemployment and GDP was wrong



The Independent

White House adviser

admits Trump got his facts

wrong in economy tweet

The Guardian

Politics Cosmo

People are not impressed with Donald Trump's

tribute to 9/11

Today marks 17 years since the September 11th

attacks on the twin towers.

Hurricane Florence draws closer to the Carolinas,

threatens ‘catastrophic’ floods

The Category 4 storm could also bring destructive

winds when it makes landfall later this week. More

than 1.5 million people have been ordered to

evacuate coastal areas, due to forecast winds and

storm surge that could place normally dry land



under at least 10 feet of water.

    By Jason Samenow10 minutes ago

    Photos: Preparing for the storm

‘Absolutely, totally prepared’: Trump says the

government is ready as Florence approaches

Graphic: Tracking Florence’s path

Note to Readers

The Post has removed article limits on coverage of

Hurricane Florence to make these stories available

without a subscription.

    Get breaking-news email alerts

Donald Trump Jr. says his father has fewer people

he can trust

    By John Wagner

Are pro-Trump commenters

legally bound to say nice

things about Trump?



Love her or hate her,

Omarosa Manigault

Newman inadvertently

exposed a little secret

about how political

journalism gets done in

2018: Some of the people

you see talking on TV or

who are quoted in articles

about President Trump

have signed an agreement

that obligates them not to

disparage Trump or

members of his family.



    By Paul Farhi

Fight to Retake Last ISIS Territory in Syria Begins

    American-backed forces moved against the last

slice of the Islamic State caliphate in the Middle

East.

    But even stripped of its land holdings, the group

remains a potent threat.

U.S. Yahoo View

Majority say Trump not fit to serve, new poll shows

Two new polls shows "devastating" numbers for

Trump following revelations in Bob Woodward's

book and the anonymous Times op-ed. Trump's

approval is back under 40% and 55% of Americans

say the president is not fit to serve as president.



U.S. Yahoo View

Majority say Trump not fit

to serve, new poll shows

     Two new polls shows

"devastating" numbers for

Trump following

revelations in Bob

Woodward's book and the

anonymous Times op-ed.

Trump's approval is back

under 40% and 55% of

Americans say the

president is not fit to serve

as president.



Politics Yahoo View

US intelligence: North Korea making new nuclear

weapons

The Trump administration is preparing for a second

summit between President Trump and North

Korean leader Kim Jong Un, who wrote to Trump

suggesting a meeting.

Politics Fortune

2 New Polls Show Trump’s Approval Slumping, Even

as Americans Applaud Economy

2 New Polls Show Trump’s Approval Slumping, Even

as Americans Applaud Economy

Majority believe Trump isn't honest, polling shows

Yahoo View

Politics Yahoo View

US intelligence: North

Korea making new nuclear

weapons



Anderson Cooper calls out Sanders' op-ed defense

Trump approval drops & more than half say he's not

fit to serve

LATEST FROM NBC NEWS

    EPA seeks to relax rules on methane emissions,

admits harmful health impacts

    Los Angeles area hospital evacuated after

reports of shots fired

    FBI employees grapple with 9/11-related

illnesses, deaths

    Gamers worldwide have been expecting this

game ! Forge of empires

    This killer robot could help save the Great Barrier

Reef. Here's how.

    Vulnerable Outer Banks brace for worst from

Hurricane Florence

    Somber scenes of remembrance at 9/11

memorials

    Trump says feds are 'totally prepared' for

Hurricane Florence

    Elizabeth Smart kidnapper granted early prison

release

    The biggest stunners of the NFL's first week



Trump Says Puerto Rico Response Was ‘Unsung

Success’ Ahead Of Florence

Hurricane Florence Is Probably Going To Cost A Lot

Of Money
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US intelligence: North Korea making

new nuclear weapons

The Trump administration is preparing

for a second summit between

President Trump and North Korean

leader Kim Jong Un, who wrote to



Trump suggesting a meeting.
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Majority say Trump not fit

to serve, new poll shows

     Two new polls shows

"devastating" numbers for

Trump following

revelations in Bob

Woodward's book and the

anonymous Times op-ed.

Trump's approval is back



under 40% and 55% of

Americans say the

president is not fit to serve

as president.
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